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ABSTRACT

In the present work, the author explores the issues
surrounding the design and development of an intelligent
wheelchair platform incorporating the "semi-autonomous"
system paradigm,

to meet the needs of individuals with

severe motor disabilities.
The author presents a discussion of the problems of
navigation that must be solved before any system of this
type can be instantiated, and enumerates the general design
issues that must be addressed by the designers of systems
of this type.

This discussion includes reviews of various

methodologies that have been proposed as solutions to the
problems considered.

Next,

the author introduces a new

navigation method, called Incremental Signature Recognition
(ISR),

for use by semi-autonomous systems in structured

environments.

This method is based on the recognition,

recording, and tracking of environmental discontinuities:
sensor

reported

parameters.

anomalies

in

measured

environmental

The author then proposes a robust, redundant,

dynamic, self-diagnosing sensing methodology for detecting
and compensating for hidden failures of single sensors and
sensor idiosyncrasies.

This technique is optimized for the

detection of spatial discontinuity anomalies.

Finally, the

author gives details of an effort to realize a prototype
ISR based system,

along with insights into the various

implementation choices made.

vi

1.

INTRODUCTION

The

present

fundamental

work

problem

defines

related

to

and
the

investigates

a

implementation

of

intelligent wheelchair platforms to meet the mobility needs
of individuals with severe motor disabilities: effective
navigation localization.

The emphasis throughout this work

will

of

be

on

navigation
context.

the

design

an

effective

algorithm

localization with application

for

in the above

The principal results of our work are:

• A new technique for localization called the Incremental
Signature Recognition technique
recognition,

recording,

(ISR),

analysis,

based on the

and comparison

of

Measurement Differential Sequence Signatures: sequences
of changes in the stream of values reported by sensors,
augmented by the relative spatial distances measured
between their observation.
• A design specification for a semi-autonomous robotic
mobility

assistant

for

use

as

a

testbed

for

the

algorithms introduced.
Two of the distinguishing features of our method from
other methods in the literature are that our method:

1)

makes use of sequences of measurement differentials as path
signatures, not necessarily explicitly tied to identified
objects in the environment,

and 2) treats

localization

within a building as a process of reading strings in the
"language" of the building.

1

2

1.1.

Mo t iv a t i o n

Over the last several years, there has been a growth
in awareness on the part of society of the needs of people
with severe motor disabilities.

Such disabilities can be

the consequence of cerebral palsy, head trauma, or other
serious

insult to the body.

One of the most pressing

problems confronting individuals in this group is their
impaired

ability

to

move

about

in

their

environment

[MHCM86].
Typically,

individuals in the above mentioned group

cannot interact with the world by normal means,
perhaps

in a very limited,

often unreliable way.

except
For

example, individuals of this group often have some control
over gross motor movements that can be useful to activate a
switch or other signaling device, but usually do not have
the dexterity or fine motor control required for complex
tasks

like

operating

a

power

wheelchair.

Although

researchers, including the present author [Tho94a, a copy
of which appears

as Appendix], have developed special

switches for this population to use in interfacing directly
to power wheelchairs, their application is often limited.
The most significant consequence of this situation is
the resulting gap between the desires of people with severe
motor disabilities to move about in the world around them,
and the realization of those desires.
The focus of the current work is on the design of a
practical instantiation of such a means, in the form of a

3

semi-autonomous mobile robotic mobility platform structured
to operate in partnership with its user.
1.2.

Background:

Providing

Independent

Mobility

The facility of independent mobility is acutely needed
by people with severe motor disabilities.

One way to

ameliorate the mobility-related problems posed by impaired
motor

ability

is

to

provide

effect

a

means

changes

individuals

can

relationship

to the physical world with

physical and cognitive effort.
have

addressed

the

problem

in

whereby
their

such

spatial

a minimum

of

A number of researchers
of

providing

independent

mobility for individuals with severe motor disabilities,
with varying degrees
NL088, WNM92].

of success

[BY94,

Jar93,

MHCM86,

In the following, we examine past work in

this area.
1.2.1. Smart

Wheelchairs

A promising approach to providing independent mobility
is through the development of "smart" wheelchairs: mobility
aids

that assist the rider with the task of collision

avoidance. For example, consider the system being developed
by Bell, et al.:
The NavChair assistive navigation system is being
designed to improve the mobility and safety of people
who have sensory, perceptual or motor impairments that
limit their ability to operate a power wheelchair. For
example, tremor, paralysis, and visual impairment
prevent many people from effectively operating
existing wheelchair systems. The NavChair control
system is being built to avoid obstacles, follow
walls, and travel safely in cluttered environments
under the direction of the wheelchair user. [Bel94]

Typical proposed "smart" wheelchair systems accept
input

from

the

user

by

way

of

a

joystick

or

other

directional control, then attempt to carry out the user's
movement command.

If the system detects an obstacle in the

line of travel commanded by the user, the system attempts
to go around it.

Failing this, the system brings the chair

to a halt until the way is clear [Jar93].
The work of Craig and Nesbitt serves to illustrate the
fact that smart wheelchairs are useful for reasons that go
beyond the simple provision of mobility to the user.

Their

work with physically and cognitively impaired children
clearly demonstrates

that the provision of independent

mobility has a positive psychological

effect

upon

the

individual involved [CN93]. While it is perhaps too early
to speculate on the exact nature of this result,

it is

likely that this will generalize to older groups.
With

respect

wheelchairs,

to

other

applications

for

smart

it should be noted that groups other than

those with severe motor disabilities might benefit
this

technology.

negotiation.

One

example

is

that

of

from

doorway

This is often a difficult task for even the

most experienced wheelchair drivers.

A system that simply

assisted the user with this operation would

find wide

application.
Much of the work done to-date in the area of smart
wheelchairs
developed

in

has
the

been

based

context

of

on

techniques

obstacle

that

avoidance

were
for
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autonomous mobile robots [BK89, BK90, BK91a, BK91b, Bel94,
Jar93].
1.2.2. Intelligent

A

logical

wheelchairs

next

would

Wheelchairs

step
be

to

in the development
incorporate

a

of

smart

navigational

assistant function into such systems by applying selected
algorithms developed for robot navigation.

This would be a

promising move toward the development of "intelligent"
wheelchairs: mobility aids that can accept and carry out
high-level

movement

commands

like

"Take

me

into

the

kitchen." or "Move me to the bathroom." from individuals
with motor disabilities, while placing a minimum cognitive
load upon them.
For the purposes of the present discourse, we define
intelligence as follows:
Definition

1.1: Intelligence:

Intelligence is the observed ability to engage in
behavior that is purposeful or goal-oriented and that
is

the

result of decisions made

on the basis

of

information about the world.
Note that the above definition of intelligence is
stated both in terms of goal-oriented behavior and in terms
of making decisions based on gathered information.

This

restriction would rule out as intelligent any machine that
is unable to sense the environment.

For example, although

a conveyor belt might be said to engage in purposeful
behavior (in that it transports things from one place to
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another), without the ability to determine the presence or
absence of materials, or to determine if it is delivering
the materials to the desired destination, it would not be
considered intelligent.
The

above

definition

is

based

on

the

following

generalizations.

First, in order to infer that something

is

we

intelligent,

believe

that

one

must

have

some

objective method that one can follow to arrive at this
conclusion.

Furthermore, we believe that this method must

be based on observable events that are a result of the
functioning of the posited intelligence.
such a restriction,

(Indeed, without

one might well argue that rocks are

intelligent: "Rock, sit!" If it doesn't move, do we infer
that it obeyed?)

Second, when used by the author in the

context "intelligent system," the term intelligent refers
to

the

system's

decisions,

ability

to

and implement

gather

actions

information,

that

make

lead toward

the

accomplishment of some goal.
Very little work related to intelligent wheelchairs
has been reported in the literature.

Of the work that has

been

recent

reported,

Baumgartner

perhaps

and

Yoder

the

most

[BY94].

They

is

have

that

of

reported

developing a wheelchair platform capable of retracing paths
taught to it by an operator.

For navigation, their system

relies on the visual detection of markers placed in the
environment,

taken

in

combination

with

odometric

information produced by encoders on the system's wheels.

1.2.3. Autonomous

Recently,

Mobile

progress

Robots

made

by

researchers

in

the

development of autonomous mobile robots has led to interest
in applying other results of this research to meeting the
needs of individuals with severe motor disabilities.

As

Yoder, et al., point out:
The rehabilitation field is one in which there
exists significant opportunity for robotics to serve
humankind. For instance, due to certain combinations
of disabilities, some individuals find it difficult,
tedious, or impossible to use a joystick (or other
standard user-input device) to guide a powered
wheelchair through the precise trajectories which are
typically required for navigation within a home or
office environment. These same individuals may,
however, have the ability to complete the less
stringent task of selecting a desired destination from
a menu. If an automatically-guided vehicle (AGV),
specifically a wheelchair, were able to track a path
to that desired destination, the individual would
clearly be given an increased degree of independence.
[YBS94]
As defined by Iyengar and Thomas

[IT92], autonomous

mobile robots are "synthetic operational systems which are
able to govern themselves in accomplishing given objectives
while

at

the

same

time

managing

maintaining their integrity."

their

resources

and

A major goal of robotics

researchers is to construct systems that do not rely on
human input to direct them at the task-performance level.
In short, these systems should be able to take a high-level
assignment and then carry it out independently of step-bystep human control.
With regard to the uses for autonomous mobile robots,
Weisbin,

et a l ., note

that

include "undersea operations,

the potential

applications

space exploration,

mining

operations, and hazardous waste disposal." [Wei89]

They go

on to say:
In most of these areas, the appeal of autonomous
robots is their proposed capabilities for maintenance,
surveillance, and repair in dangerous and/or otherwise
inaccessible places, allowing humans to remain in a
safe environment while acting in a supervisory
capacity. [Wei89]
Autonomous

mobile

robots

are

potentially

very

flexible, given that they are not constrained to operate in
known, structured environments.

The flexibility offered by

these systems, however, comes at a price: due to the fact
that these systems are usually intended to function in an
unknown,

unstructured

intervention,

they

environment

require

without

sophisticated

human
sensing

methodologies and high levels of computational power to
deal effectively with this added burden.
The above expectations imply several capabilities on
the part of an autonomous robot.

First, they imply that a

robot must possess a degree of knowledge of the world
around it, as well as a certain amount of "intelligence"
with which to manipulate this knowledge to make decisions.
Second, they imply that the robot must have the capability
to interact with its environment to gather information
about it and "learn."
It

should

come

as

no

surprise

that

the

above

constraints impose a significant burden on the designers of
such systems.

As Iyengar and Elfes observe:

Building intelligent robotic systems that can
reason while functioning in unstructured environments
is a challenging task. Due to the absence of dynamic

human interaction, such autonomous systems possess
unique and exacting computational requirements.
Intelligent, self-sufficient inference systems are
essential if robots are to operate continuously in
unpredictable environments.
These computational
requirements are even more stringent for autonomous
mobile robots designed to operate in hazardous
terrains. In addition to an on-board knowledge base
large enough to handle various operating environments,
these systems also require the ability to monitor and
react to dynamic, unexpected events in real time.
Moreover, they must guarantee intelligent responses to
events while making optimal use of limited, on-board
resources. [IE91]
Steps toward the application of autonomous mobile
robot

technology

as

assistants

to

individuals

disabilities have been taken by Jaros,
investigation

of

with

et a l ., with the

a companion-following

robot

[Jar91].

Using a Denning DRV-1W mobile robot, his group implemented
a system that was capable of detecting and following a
person while avoiding collisions with objects.

Their

method requires the robot's companion to wear an infrared
beacon to facilitate identification and tracking by the
robot,

a possible

previously

cited

limitation
work

of

in practice.

Jaros

was

not

While

the

specifically

directed at producing systems for use by individuals with
severe motor disabilities, it should be clear many of the
problems posed by the development of a companion-following
robot overlap those that must be solved to develop a system
of this type.
A more direct effort to apply autonomous mobile robot
technology

as

disabilities
[RKC92].

assistants

has

been

Their work

to

individuals

reported

by

with

Regalbuto,

motor
et

al.

involved adapting a commercially

10

available

mobile

operations.

robot

Their

to

system

perform
also

pick-and-place

included

limited

environmental control capabilities for the activation of
household appliances.
1.2.4. Differences Between Autonomous
and Intelligent Wheelchairs

Mobile

Robots

A key difference between autonomous mobile robots and
intelligent wheelchairs is in the nature of the physical
user interface: in the case of an autonomous mobile robot,
the robot functions as an agent in the environment distinct
from

the

user,

whereas

an

intelligent

wheelchair

expected to function as a mobility aid for the user.
this may seem a drastic difference,

is

While

closer examination

reveals that both systems require the ability to sense and
model the world,

to avoid obstacles,

to carry out high-

level commands, and to maintain the safety of the user, the
environment, and the system.
In terms of complexity, current intelligent wheelchair
systems under development
automated-guided

range from relatively simple

wheelchairs

[WNM92]

to

wheelchairs

equipped with limited sensing-based autonomous navigation
capability

[Jar93].

An

important

extension

to

these

systems under exploration is the integration of a userdirected robotic manipulator.

Preliminary work along these

lines has been undertaken by 0derund and Bastiansen [0B92],
as well as by Bach,

et al. [BZW90] .

The author is not

aware of any commercially available systems.

The development of truly autonomous mobile
remains an active area of research.

robots

Despite the fact that

some progress has been made toward solving the complex
problems associated with constructing autonomous robotic
systems,

many

significant

theoretical,

technical,

and

economic difficulties remain to be overcome before such
systems become a practical reality as commonplace tools.
1.2.5. Semi-Autonomous

Robotic

Mobility

Assistants

Autonomous systems show promise to address the need
for independent mobility experienced by many individuals
with

disabilities.

However,

if

one

insists

intelligent wheelchairs be fully autonomous,

that

it is not

likely that they will become a viable solution in the near
future, nor be affordable if developed.

While autonomous

mobile robots are potentially very flexible, we believe
that this degree of flexibility is more than is required
for the implementation of intelligent wheelchairs.
of

this,

we propose

the

semi-autonomous

In view

system model

described below.
A semi-autonomous system differs from an autonomous
system in that it is empowered to engage in task achieving
behaviors autonomously on behalf of the user at the user's
request,

but

remains

override at any moment.

subject

to direct

user

input

or

An important ramification of semi-

autonomous operation is that the user can "help" the system
make decisions if it becomes confused or lost, a welcome
relaxation of the requirements imposed on the designers of

purely autonomous systems.

Semi-autonomous operation thus

extends the functionality of the system by making use of
the user's

cognitive capacity,

while at the same time

reducing the system's complexity and cost.
Consider for one example the application of semiautonomous

operation in the context of an

intelligent

wheelchair and the situation in which the user of such a
system wished to be moved to a particular location, say the
kitchen.

In this case, the user might issue the command

"take me

to the kitchen"

(or some iconic

equivalent) .

Along the way, it is possible that the system might become
disoriented, at which point it could query the user, asking
for specific directions with questions of the form "should
I continue

straight

ahead?"

Another

example

of

the

possibility for user intervention is the case where the
user has a change of mind regarding the destination after
issuing the command to proceed.

At this juncture, the user

would interrupt the system's performance of the current
command,
Yet

followed by the issuance of a new destination.

another

example

of

the

possibility

for

user

intervention is the case of the user wanting to assume
direct

control of the wheelchair in order to drive it

manually.

Autonomous systems are not usually subject to

such intervention.
The semi-autonomous control sharing paradigm proposed
here is distinct from the shared control paradigm proposed
by Bell, et a l ., for use in controlling power wheelchairs
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[Bel93].

Under the shared control paradigm, the system is

empowered to override the user.

As envisioned by Bell,

power wheelchairs equipped with a shared control collision
avoidance system would assist the user with the task of
obstacle avoidance by modifying the user's steering input
if that input would place the user in jeopardy of collision
with an object in the environment.

As implemented on the

NavChair system, Bell, et al., note:
Obstacle avoidance should modify the user's input
command to achieve safe travel. This approach gives
the user high-level control of wheelchair motion while
overriding unsafe maneuvers. [Bel94]
Under this model, the user is required to steer the chair
at all times, a distinct disadvantage for those with severe
motor impairments.
In contrast to the above mentioned method, in normal
operation, a semi-autonomous system is expected to make all
steering control decisions, although Bell's shared control
strategy could be incorporated to provide user assistance
when operating in manual override mode.
unless

otherwise

indicated,

all

In the following,

references

to

"shared

control" or to "control sharing" refer to the author's
proposed semi-autonomous control sharing paradigm, not to
Bell's shared control paradigm.
Developing an intelligent wheelchair based on a semiautonomous

system

model

is

likely

to

result

in

a

potentially faster time to market than would be the case if
one

adopted

an

autonomous

system

model.

The

semi-

autonomous model offers a number of the same benefits as

the purely autonomous system model, at lower cost because
they function under less stringent operational constraints.
These benefits

include reduction of the cognitive

and

physical workload imposed on the user by the system, plus
several important additional advantages, including greater
flexibility,

improved user acceptance, and enhanced user

and bystander safety.

In the following, we will refer to

systems of this type as SARA systems:

short

for Semi-

Autonomous mobile Robotic Assistant.
1.3.

System

Design

Considerations

In practice, there are a number of significant design
issues that must be examined and addressed before SARA
systems

can be realized as practical tools

individuals with motor disabilities.

for use by

These issues include,

but are not limited to the following:
1.3.1. Human

Design

The user

Factors

interface

is

certainly

one

of

the most

critical components of any system designed for use by a
person,

disabled or otherwise.

There are a number of

important factors to consider in this regard.

For one, the

user

for

interface

for

any

system

intended

use

by

individuals with motor disabilities must be flexible enough
to accommodate
particular,

the

special

needs

of

this

group.

In

consideration must be given to the fact that

the nature and severity of the motor disabilities of the
individuals in this group tend to rule out most forms of
manual input.

Consider,
cord injury.

for example, individuals with high spinal
Depending upon the vertebral level of the

injury, a particular individual in this group may have no
significant use of his legs and little,
over his arms.

if any,

control

This degree of injury often contraindicates

the use of proportional joysticks as input devices because
of

the

fine

motor

successfully.

control

required

to

operate

them

Instead, alternate means of input that rely

on head or mouth movement

are

frequently

selected by

clinicians for use as control devices by these individuals.
Output to the user via graphical user interfaces might also
be contraindicated (consider users who are blind, or users
who cannot reliably focus their gaze on a display screen,
for example).
The nature and extent of the workload difficulties
that can be imposed upon users by an interface is perhaps
best

illustrated by

considering

interface known as "sip and puff."

a particular

type

of

This type of interface

functions by interpreting sequences of "sips" and "puffs"
made by mouth by the user into a straw or tube connected to
a

pressure

sensor.

The

pressure

sensor

is

in

turn

connected to appropriate interface electronics that decode
and interpret these inputs to generate control outputs.

In

operation controlling a power wheelchair, different coded
sequences of sips and puffs initiate different actions on
the part of the wheelchair, allowing individual selection
of forward, reverse, left, and right movements.

Because of

the low bandwidth of the communication channel established
by

this

methodology,

significant

demands

requirements

of

this
upon

type
the

of

interface

user,

places

including

the

complex command sequence planning and

detailed attention to system operation.

It should be

obvious that individuals who are dependent upon this form
of interface would benefit greatly from an interface that
reduced

these

demands

by

relegating

much

of

the

responsibility for motion planning to the system.
Another factor to consider in the selection of a user
interface is that of the level of cognitive functioning of
the intended system user.
benefit

Certain individuals who could

from the use of an intelligent wheelchair have

impairments
situations,

to

their

cognitive

abilities.

In

these

it is important to consider their ability to

form associations between control actuator functions and
system responses.

It has been observed, for example, that

joystick type interfaces are very difficult to use for
children

who

disabilities.

have

certain

types

of

developmental

The above examples serve to illustrate that

to be operated successfully, any interface design must take
into account the fact that each user will have a unique
combination of skills and impairments.
Another important factor to consider is the method
selected to implement control sharing between the user and
the system.

The level of control sharing will have a

direct bearing on the workload imposed by the system on the

user.

The more control relegated to the system, the lower

the resulting physical and cognitive workload on the user.
Given

that

the

expected

users

of

these

systems

typically have very limited motor functioning,

will

one would

generally want to force the system to perform as much work
as possible,

freeing the user from detailed operational

supervision.

In spite of this, even for systems intended

for the most severely impaired individuals, one would also
want to incorporate the capability of manual override for
direct control of system movement by the user.

This is in

keeping with the overall goal of empowering the user to
express

their

intentionality.

It

also

allows

for

instructive input to the system from the user for training
the system and for assisting the system should it become
disoriented.
Particular

attention

must

also

be

paid

to

user

feedback concerning perceived needs, ease of operation, and
effort required to learn to operate the system.
that

does

complicated

not
or

address

user

difficult

interesting theory,

to

needs
use

or

might

A system

which
make

is
for

too
an

but will be a failure in practice.

Also, it is important to develop effective methods to train
users and caregivers to operate and maintain these systems.
Going beyond the user's interface to the SARA system,
one must also consider the need to incorporate a means for
the user to interface with the world at-large.

This might

include an augmentative communication system,

or even a
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robotic manipulator.

As such,

appropriate methods

to

switch the user interface between them would be necessary.
1.3.2. Intended

Operating

Environment

The intended operating environment must be factored
into the design early on, as it has a great impact on the
nature of the system designed to operate in it.

A system

intended for use in an office environment or residential
situation will have quite different requirements from one
intended for use in an outdoor environment.

A related

consideration is that of the degree of organization of the
environment.

Both of the above will have a direct impact

on the choice of navigation and world modeling strategies
for use by the system.
Whatever environment the system is intended to operate
in,

the system must have the capability to move about

purposefully and safely in that environment.

This requires

a set of data structures and appropriate computational
tools

for

making,

storing,

and

using

maps

of

the

environment.

It also requires that the system be able to

detect

stationary

both

and

moving

obstacles

environment and to avoid collisions with same.

in

the

To function

effectively, a SARA system must be equipped with a means of
"seeing" the environment so that it can interact with it
appropriately.

This sensor system is a critical

link

between the system and the external world: everything that
it knows about the world must come to it through this

system.

This implies the need to develop a fault-tolerant,

self-calibrating sensory methodology.
1.3.3. Technology

Many

for

Implementation

different

technologies

implementation of SARA systems.

exist

include

maintainability,
because

the

For this reason, careful

attention must be given to its selection.
considered

for

Factors to be

availability,

manufacturability,

it would be advantageous

reliability,

and

cost.

Also,

for the system to be

compatible with existing power wheelchairs currently in
operation,

the issue of retrofitability must be examined

carefully.
As mentioned above, the cost of such a system can have
a large bearing upon its ultimate success.
must

Clearly, one

strike a balance between functionality and cost.

Consider

the

fact

that

sophisticated algorithms

researchers

have

developed

for constructing world models

based on three dimensional range images obtained from laser
radar units.

While these methods do work, their cost is

prohibitive for use in the context of smart wheelchairs
(currently,

the cost of a scanning laser rangefinder is

approximately $100 ,000,
high-speed
analysis).

computer

in addition to the cost of the

needed

for

data

reduction

Even if the cost of such a system were to drop

dramatically,

there remains the fact that these systems

cannot typically operate in an eyesafe mode.
true

that

and

the cost

to benefit

ratio of

While it is

technology

is

dropping,

making

leading-edge

commonplace within
advantageous

to

computationally

just a few years,

depend

alternative might

equipment

upon

be to look

intensive

this
for

solution

of

it might

trend.
the

today
not be

A

better

simplest,

to

the

least

particular

problem at hand.
Other important questions that might be asked related
to determining this parameter might be "Is there a minimum
level of computational power required of such a system?",
"What is the time-frame within which the system must make
decisions about its actions?", and "How much computational
power can a user afford?"

To answer these questions, one

must examine the basic assumptions made about the nature of
the problems to be solved to determine if they are over
constrained.

Perhaps

solving a simpler problem would

suffice, or perhaps one can avoid the need for solving the
problem at

all.

Assumptions made

relevant.

As such, it can be profitable to reexamine them.

primary

Safety

in which

they

Considerations

requirement

to

be

and

considered

are

are

applied

A

contexts

context

sometimes

1.3.4. Operational
Modes

to

in one

not

Failure

in

the

development of any system intended for use by the public
must be safety.

This includes both the safety of the user

and of the environment.

Any system capable of meaningful

work will also be capable of causing harm.

A detailed

analysis of potential failure modes must be conducted to
develop appropriate fail-safes.
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An important observation must be made at this point
concerning

operational

responsibility:

involves shared control.

a

SARA

system

This arrangement introduces the

possibility of user or bystander injury or environmental or
system damage caused by a "bad" choice of control output on
the

part

of

the

system.

With

the

incorporation

of

"intelligence" into wheelchairs, several delicate ethical
issues arise that need to be debated.

If an injury were to

result, how would one determine its cause?

In a personal

communication not for attribution, one researcher informed
the author that he was aware of a case in which a severely
impaired individual, upon being furnished with a wheelchair
augmented with special controls

(although not a "smart"

wheelchair as proposed here), promptly attempted suicide by
driving it in front of a truck!

In practice, it is likely

to be impossible to determine which is at fault: the user
or the system.
If for none other than liability reasons, one would
demand

that

these

systems

be

equipped with

a manual

override feature that reliably took over control from the
system and passed control to the user.

However, this might

not always produce the desired result, depending upon the
nature of the user's impairments.

Certain users might have

the cognitive capability of responding appropriately to
threats

but

lack

the

environment for them.
be true.

physical

ability

to

scan

the

For other users, the opposite might
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Even in those systems that do not operate under a
control sharing arrangement,

the possibility of user or

bystander injury from controller error exists.

Recently,

the Food and Drug Administration has substantiated reports
of injuries resulting from certain power wheelchairs going
out of control due to radio frequency interference from
various emission sources in the environment (e.g., police
radios, cellular telephones, etc.).
Depending upon the level of cognitive functioning of
the individual user involved, one safety feature that might
be included in a system of this type is an "out of bounds"
constraint to protect the user from accidental harm.

This

constraint would prevent the system from straying outside
of pre-defined operational or geographical limits without
special override commands.

Of course, this feature would

have to be employed selectively in order not to unduly
restrict the freedom of the system's user.
1.4.

Outline

of

the

Dissertation

In Chapter Two, we will examine the problems posed by
navigation and review several researcher's solutions to
them.

We

shortcomings
autonomous

will
in

then
the

systems

discuss

context
intended

their

limitations

of application
as

mobility

for
aids

and
semifor

individuals with motor disabilities.
In Chapter Three, we will introduce a new method for
localization, called Incremental Signature Recognition, and

discuss it in some detail.

In particular, we will justify

its basis and explain its operation.
In Chapter Four, we will examine a number of practical
design issues that must be addressed by those who wish to
implement

semi-autonomous systems as mobility aids

individuals with motor disabilities.
a robust,

for

We will also suggest

self-diagnosing sensing methodology for use in

the development of these systems.
We

close

in Chapter

Five with

contributions made by this work.

a

summary

of

the

2■

THE

NAVIGATION

PROBLEM

Autonomous mobile robots must possess the capability
to navigate

in the real world if they are to operate

successfully.
fundamental

To quote Leonard, et al.: "Navigation is a
requirement

of autonomous mobile

robots."

[LDC92].
By extension,

this is also true for semi-autonomous

mobile systems: any practical system must be able to move
from place to place and be able to position itself relative
to objects in its environment if it is to perform useful
work.
Leonard and Durrant-Whyte have offered the following
succinct definition of navigation: "Stated most simply, the
problem of navigation can be summarized into answering the
following three questions:

'where am I?',

'where am I

going?', and 'how should I get there?'" [LD91].
2.1.

Position

Determination

The requirement that a robotic system be able to move
about in the environment in a deliberate manner carries
with it a number of significant implications, one of the
most important being that the system must hold a belief as
to its current position in the environment, a belief that
is

represented

in

its model

of

the

environment.

To

establish this belief, changes in position must be sensed
and then represented in the system's model of the world if
it is to operate successfully.

Otherwise, as Courtney and

Jain observe: "Without some idea of its location, a robot
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will be unable to follow a proper path to reach its goal."
[CJ94]

Thus, an essential capability for any mobile system

is position estimation.
2.1.1. Dead

Reckoning

Position estimation for mobile autonomous systems is
frequently implemented with some form of odometry, due to
its simplicity and low cost [Cox91]. When so implemented,
it

is a dead-reckoning process

that

correction

for accumulated errors

slippage,

encoder

calculation

round-off,

[Fly88, SL92].

eventually

needs

introduced by wheel

and

finite

precision

As Baumgartner and Skaar put

it:
Some mobile robots navigate based on position and
orientation estimates which are produced by using
wheel rotation information alone. This type of
estimation has been referred to as dead reckoning.
However, dead-reckoned estimates of the position and
orientation of the vehicle will be inaccurate over
long distances traveled due to imprecisely known
initial conditions, errors in the kinematic model of
the vehicle, or disturbances during the motion of the
vehicle, such as wheel slippage. Therefore, external
observations of the surrounding environment must be
made during the motion of the vehicle to correct these
dead-reckoning errors. [BS94]
Holenstein,
that

the

et al., have also underscored the fact

errors

introduced by

the process

of

dead-

reckoning position estimation must be corrected at regular
intervals:
Since the errors encountered in dead-reckoning are
cumulative, a robot that navigates in this way alone
will eventually lose track of its position.
Ultimately, this can be prevented only by periodically
re-establishing the absolute position.
Therefore, a
means of localization is necessary for safe, reliable
robot operation. [HMB92]

2.1.2. Local iz a ti on

Given the problems of dead-reckoning associated with
position estimation, it should come as no surprise that a
common feature of all navigation methods is the need to
perform localization: the establishment, either in absolute
or

relative

terms,

of one's

correct

spatial

position

relative to the current reference frame [LDC92, HMB92].
Localization is universally implemented by correcting
the system's estimate of its position by benchmarking it
against

the

environment.

positions

of

known

landmarks

As Holenstein, et a l ., observe:

in

the

"Various

approaches to solve the localization problem have been
taken, but the scheme is always the same. An environment
model based upon sensor readings is taken and then mapped
onto a reference model in a way that optimizes some given
criteria." [HMB92]
To perform localization, a system must possess both a
model

of

the

environment

and

method

of

sensing

the

environment. The point that a model of the environment is
needed

is made by

Kriegman,

perform useful tasks,

et a l . : "To autonomously

the robot must possess knowledge

about its environment. In particular, a framework is needed
to represent

sensor information and extract meaningful

features." [KTB89]

The point that a method of sensing the

environment is needed is made by Flynn:

"In order for a

mobile

environment

robot

to maneuver

through

its

and

execute any sort of reasonably intelligent task, it should
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first be able to perceive. That is, it should be able to
navigate through its world based on sensory information."
[Fly88]
After identifying a landmark, a system must be able to
establish its position with respect to it, and thereby to
the absolute coordinate frame currently in use.
to Leonard and Durrant-Whyte,

this is perhaps

According
the most

difficult task of navigation:
...the question must be asked as to why robust and
reliable autonomous mobile robot navigation remains
such a difficult problem. In our view, the reason for
this is clear; it is not the navigation process per se
that is a problem, it is the reliable acquisition or
extraction of information about navigation beacons,
from sensor information, and the automatic correlation
or correspondence of these with some navigation map
that makes the autonomous navigation problem so
difficult. [LD91]
Despite the fact that it simplifies the localization
problem, there is a definite bias in the autonomous robot
research community against the reliance upon any sort of
environmental modification for use in navigation.
bias

is a natural

outgrowth of the

intended uses

This
for

autonomous systems. As Cox points out:
...recognizing naturally occurring reference points
within a robot's environment is not always easy due to
noise and/or difficulties in interpreting the sensory
information. Placing easy to recognize beacons in the
robots [sic] workspace is one way to alleviate this
problem.... We chose not to rely on beacons, believing
that the ability to operate in an unmodified
environment was preferable from a user standpoint.
[Cox91]
This sentiment is echoed in the following statement by
Leonard and Durrant-Whyte:
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Our goal for a competence of localization is to use
the naturally occurring structure of typical indoor
environments to achieve comparable performance to
artificial beacon systems without modifying the
environment. [LD91]
Other researchers have also stated a desire to develop a
system

that

avoids

modification

of

the

environment,

including Kriegman, et al.,:
The goal of this work is to enable a mobile robot
to autonomously operate in unknown surroundings, in
particular buildings, without explicit cues or
markers. [KTB8 9]
As a result,

the study of methods

for benchmarking to

landmarks in the environment is still an area of active
research.

A large number of the methods proposed to date

have incorporated some form of vision system for detecting
and recognizing
GS94].

landmarks

[KMK93,

LD91,

LDC92,

FHR90,

Quite often, the calculations involved make use of

a technique known as extended Kalman filtering to minimize
uncertainties due to measurement errors [BS94, CC92, KMK93,
LD91].
2.2.

Position

Coordinate

Systems

The difficulty level of the process of determining
position during navigation is heavily dependent upon the
coordinate

frame methodology employed.

primary methods:

those that

There are two

rely on global

frames, and those that do not.
bearing upon later discussions,

coordinate

As it will have a direct
below,

we will briefly

discuss the ramifications of the utilization of each of
these approaches.
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2.2.1. Global

A

global

Coordinate

Systems

coordinate

system

is

one

in which

all

locations are expressed relative to a single reference
frame.

The use of a global coordinate system to represent

the world introduces a number of difficult problems into
the navigation process.

Most

significant of these

is

perhaps that of position uncertainty due to measurement
error.
Implicit in the use of a global coordinate frame are
the assumptions that every object has associated with it
exact coordinates in space with respect to some global
reference

frame,

and

that

measured.

In short, "there's a place for everything, and

everything's in its place."
it is impossible

these

coordinates

can

be

The unpleasant reality is that

to make accurate measurements

of the

position of objects in the environment: one can only make
estimates

[Bro85].

This

observation

applies

both

to

objects in the world and to the system moving about in the
world,

a fact that gives rise to two critical problems:

First,

the system cannot know exactly where it is with

respect to the global coordinate frame,

and second,

it

cannot know exactly where objects in the environment are
with respect to same [Bro85].
The problem of position measurement uncertainty in
models

that

rely on a global

coordinate

highlighted by their computational nature.

framework

is

Even though a

number of researchers have developed formalisms to address
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these problems while remaining
coordinate

scheme

[WY90,

faithful

Hol92,

underlying problems remain.

for

to the global
example],

the

The comments of Kuipers and

Levitt about this issue are to the point:
Robot navigation and guidance has traditionally
been quantitative, relying on accurate knowledge of
distances, directions, paths traveled, and similar
metric data to get from place to place.
Existing
robot navigation techniques include triangulation,
ranging sensors, auto-focus capability,
stereo
techniques, dead reckoning, inertial navigation,
geosatellite location, correspondence of map data with
the robot's own location, and obstacle avoidance
techniques. [KL88]
Later, they go on to say:
These approaches tend to be brittle, accumulate
error, are limited by the range of an active sensor,
depend on accurate measurement of distance and
direction perceived or traveled, and are nonperceptual
or only utilize weak perceptual models. Furthermore,
these theories are largely concerned with the problem
of measurement and do not centrally address issues of
map or visual memory and the use of this memory for
inference in vision-based navigation and guidance.
[KL88]
What appears to be needed to overcome the difficulties
associated with global-coordinate systems is some form of
representation of the world that avoids dependence upon a
global coordinate frame and its attendant specificity, a
sort of "elastic reality" if you will.

One such method is

that of relative coordinate based systems.
2.2.2. Relative

Relative

Coordinate

Systems

coordinate based systems

employ multiple

local-coordinate systems linked together in a graph-like
formalism.

In

such

a

graph

reachability

relationships

based

between

representation,

objects

located

in

different local reference frames are abstracted from the
world

and

represented

as

connectivity

relationships.

Unnecessary details like global coordinates of places or
objects are omitted: all coordinates

(if any) are local,

relative to each independent coordinate frame.
Relative coordinate based systems also dispense with
explicit trajectories,

instead relying on environmental

cues to guide the system between landmarks.
system might

rely on a wall

For example, a

follower module while

transit between two doors located off a hallway.
approach has

in

This

the advantage of freeing the system from

following explicit trajectories,

allowing it instead to

find its own way each time.
One practical difficulty in implementing such a system
is

that

it can be rather complex to develop

detectors for appropriate environmental cues.

reliable

It can also

be quite difficult to establish the general attributes of
these environmental cues.

Despite these drawbacks, these

systems are growing in both popularity and success.
2.3.

Navigation

Methodologies

Several different schemes have been proposed for use
by autonomous robotic systems for navigation.
divided,

These may be

according to the amount of information that a

system is expected to possess about the terrain to be
negotiated, into two categories: navigation within a known
terrain;

and

navigation

According to Rao, et al.:

within

an

unknown

terrain.
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There are two basic formulations of the path
planning and navigation problem based on the
availability of the terrain model. In a known terrain,
the terrain model is given as input, and the motion
planning problem becomes one of geometric programming;
...In an unknown terrain, the terrain model is not
known but the robot obtains local terrain information
by employing a sensor (vision or touch) system;...
[RKSI93]
We begin with an examination of representatives of
unknown terrain navigation methods,

then proceed to an

examination of representatives of known terrain navigation
methods.
2.3.1. Unknown

Two

Terrain

important

Navigation

methods

for

Methods

navigation

in

unknown

terrains are the Iyengar method and the Elfes method.

We

review them in this order.
The Iyengar, et al., Method

One

well-known

robot

navigation methodology for application in unknown terrains
is the Iyengar model, based on the use of spatial graphs
and Voronoi diagrams to model the terrain [Iye86, OIRK87,
RIOK88, IE91].

In this paradigm, the robot is taken as a

point, moving in a 2D plane and able to determine line-ofsight distances to objects and the locations of their edges
precisely.
Initially,

both the spatial graph and the Voronoi

diagram are empty, and all navigation decisions are based
on

the

presumed

destination

location

relative

to

the

robot's present location (a vector) and local sensor-based
obstacle avoidance routines.
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Given

a destination,

the

robot

makes

an

initial

observation of its environment in the direction of the
goal.

If no obstacle

is detected between

it and the

desired destination, it proceeds directly in the direction
of the goal.

If an obstacle is detected between the goal

and the destination, the robot chooses the presumed optimal
(i.e.,

locally

optimal)

waypoint

at

the

edge

of

the

obstacle that requires the least deviation from the initial
start-destination direction vector and then proceeds to
this point.

Figure 2.1 shows how this method is applied in

the case of a single large obstacle between the robot's
starting position and the specified goal position.

Waypoint
Locally-optimal
path

Soil

Destination

Figure 2.1. Locally Optimal Waypoint
After reaching the waypoint, the robot stops and again
senses its environment in the direction of the goal to

choose the next waypoint.

The process

is recursively

invoked until the robot reaches its destination.

Each

waypoint X is incorporated as a node into a data structure
called a spatial graph.

Figure 2.2 indicates the condition

of the spatial graph after incorporation of the waypoint at
the end of the traversal indicated in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.2. Spatial Graph
The Iyengar paradigm allows for incremental learning
by compositing the information gained from multiple sourcegoal traversals into the spatial graph.

After sufficient

exploration, a Voronoi diagram can be calculated from the
spatial graph.

The Voronoi diagram that results

is a

partitioning of the plane given by the spatial graph in
such a manner that each vertex X in the spatial graph is
represented as an equivalence

class

in the

form of a
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Voronoi polygon such that each point Y in the polygon
associated with a particular waypoint vertex X is closer to
X than to any other waypoint vertex Z in the spatial graph.
See Figure 2.3..

Waypoint

Source

Destination

Figure 2.3.

Voronoi Diagram

As more and more movements

are made,

the

Iyengar

algorithm gradually constructs convex polygons around both
the

freespace

and

the

obstacles

in

the

environment,

allowing the robot to make better and better navigation
decisions as its knowledge of the world grows.
The Iyengar model is a medium-level system,

as it

relies on lower-level systems to deal with the details of
sensor operation and estimation.

The advantage of this

approach is that it generates a more abstract model of the
world,

thereby reducing the computation load associated

with determining a safe path for navigation to a given
destination.
The Elfes Method

Elfes has proposed a methodology

to deal with the problems of navigation faced by autonomous
mobile robots in unknown terrains [Elf87, Elf89].
reports:

As Elfes

"One of the long-term goals of the research ...

has been the development of robust mapping and navigation
systems

for mobile

robots

operating

in and

exploring

unstructured and unknown environments." [Elf89]
In the Elfes method, the world is represented as an
occupancy grid: a set of contiguous cells in which each
cell can be tagged with an estimate of the probability that
the

cell

is occupied.

The decision

as

to

the value

assigned to a particular cell is made on the basis of a
predetermined probability function associated with the type
of

sensor

question.

contributing

the

reading

for

the

cell

in

As a particular cell may only be empty or

occupied, the sum of the probabilities of a cell's being
empty and of its being occupied is 1, thus values between 0
and 1, inclusive, can be used to represent the probability
that a particular cell is occupied.

Elfes states:

The occupancy grid framework represents
a
fundamental departure from traditional approaches to
robot perception and spatial reasoning. By utilizing
probabilistic sensor models and representation
schemes, this approach supports the development of
agile and robust sensor interpretation mechanisms,
incremental discovery procedures, explicit handling of
uncertainty, multisensor composition of information,
and spatial reasoning tasks within an integrated
framework. [Elf89]

There are many seeming advantages to using Elfes'
model to accumulate spatial information.

First, the model

deals directly with the problems of sensor inaccuracy and
measurement error.
accuracy

sensors

around them.
error.
of

Robotic systems must rely on limitedto determine the nature of the world

This inevitably introduces several sources of

A particularly troublesome source of error is that

inaccurate

perfect:

every

sensor

readings

sensor

reading has

several degrees of uncertainty.
sensor's

output

[Elf89] .

might

be

No

sensor

is

associated with

it

For example, a particular

rated

as

to

measurement

resolution, temperature drift, repeatability, hysteresis,
and

long-term

stability,

each of which might

operate

independently on the output of the sensor in question.
The Elfes method models the error inherent in sensing
by associating a probability distribution with each sensor
reading.

This probability distribution is in the form of

an occupancy grid in which each cell's value is updated
based

on

the

current

sensor

reading.

Consider

the

situation of employing a single sonar sensor to provide
range data about a robotic system's environment.

Assume

that the occupancy grid is oriented horizontally (parallel
to the earth), that the grid's X and Y resolution is one
foot,

and that cells are numbered according to their

distance from the sensor, as shown in Figure 2.4.
Superimposed on the grid drawn in Figure 2.4 is a
sonar reading indicating an obstacle located six feet from
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the sensor.

Observe that the probability of a cell's being

occupied is low if it is located directly between the
sensor

and

the

"obstacle,"

and

that

the

occupancy

probability is 0.50 for those cells "behind" the obstacle.
This models

real-world sonar response.

Also note

the

effect of the sonar's cone of vision on the probability
distribution.
To construct a global map of the world,

the robot

maintains two occupancy grids, one world-centered and one
robot-centered.

Sensor readings are directly incorporated

into the robot-centered occupancy grid, which is in turn
merged with

the world-centered grid after

appropriate

correction for robot alignment and positional drift.

Sensor

Object
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Figure 2.4. Elfes' Occupancy Grid Representation
The occupancy grid representation scheme lends itself
to the integration of multiple sensor observations quite
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readily.

Consider

different sensors.
orientation,
appropriate

two

occupancy

grids

generated

by

After correcting for relative scale and

cells

can

statistical

be

simply

scheme.

merged
This

using

method

some

can

be

extended to the incorporation of existing world maps by
first converting them into an occupancy grid representation
and merging this into the robot's world occupancy grid.
Occupancy grids can be used to navigate through the
environment in the following manner: one plans a path from
start to destination that passes through those cells having
the

lowest

probability

of

being

occupied.

In

those

instances in which a deterministic model of the world is
required, one can apply an appropriate decision algorithm
across all cells in the grid, assigning l's to those which
are most likely to be occupied and 0's to the rest.
Of course, as with any sufficiently complex system,
there are a great many details of operation that contribute
to making the system work in real-life.

For example, there

are rather intricate procedures that are used to merge the
robot's robot centered view with its world centered view.
These algorithms must take into account the positional
uncertainty of the robot with respect to the world before
merging the data so that a reasonably accurate picture of
the world can be maintained.

While the author won't go

into detail here, he should mention that special methods
had to be developed to keep track of the growth of this
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uncertainty so that the robot won't "disappear in a cloud
of probabilistic smoke," to quote Elfes [Elf89].
2.3.2. Known

Terrain

Navigation

Methods

Systems for navigation in known terrains must either
be given a map of the expected operating environment or
must learn the environment, either independently or under
the

direction

of

a

teacher.

This

reflects

a natural

dichotomy in the way information can be accumulated: one
can either "figure things out for ones' self," or one can
"ask someone who knows."

This parallels the concepts from

machine learning of unsupervised and supervised learning,
respectively [LDC92].
Representative examples of known terrain navigation
methods

include

the Baumgartner and Skaar method,

the

Kanbara, Miura, and Shirai Method, the Meng and Kak method,
the Hong,
method.

et a l ., method,

and the Kortenkamp,

et a l .,

We present an overview of these approaches below.

The Baumgartner and Skaar Method

Baumgartner

and

Skaar have recently presented a methodology for navigation
in structured environments that incorporates a combination
of vision and odometry techniques

[BS94].

Their method

involves placing special markers on the walls throughout
the system's intended operating environment for detection
by a CCD camera.

This technique depends upon the ability

to detect these markers visually and compute the system's
position relative to the observed markers.
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In operation, Baumgartner and Skaar's method assumes
that the system has been taught particular paths through
the environment and that it begins at a known position in
the environment with a known orientation.

Furthermore, the

method assumes that at least one landmark is reachable from
the starting position.

The system initially "learns" what

Baumgartner and Skaar term "reference paths" through the
environment under the tutelage of its user by recording the
locations of visually observed markers along the paths
traversed based on odometric data and on the sequential
positional relationships between markers.
Upon

being

commanded

by

the

user

to

move

to

a

particular point in the environment, the system uses dead
reckoning based on odometric data to retrace a prerecorded
reference path leading to the desired destination.

Upon

detecting each landmark on the path, the system corrects
its estimate of its actual position and orientation, based
upon its then current spatial relationship to the observed
landmark.

It continues in this manner until the desired

destination is reached.
The Kanbara, Miura, and Shirai Method

Kanbara,

et

al ., [KMS93] have implemented a map generation system that
automatically detects predefined types of features in the
environment and uses them as landmarks for navigation.
Initially,

the system must be "trained" by a human

operator who drives the system about in the environment,
allowing the system to scan for and record the locations of
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landmarks

while

simultaneously

position using odometric data.

tracking

the

system's

This process results in the

production of an "environment map" that records information
about what landmarks were observed, their locations, and
the order in which they were observed.
map

also

stores

information

about

Their environment
feature

location

uncertainty.
After the system has been trained, it can be directed
to go to a specified destination in the environment,
which

task

operation,

it uses

the

learned

environment

In

the system moves from landmark to landmark by

dead-reckoning along a route to be traversed.
landmark,

map.

for

At each

it updates its position estimate based on its

observation of the landmark.
For landmarks, their system uses doors, hallways, and
staircases.
detection

The system recognizes these by way of an edge
process.

Once

detected,

the

distance

and

direction to a landmark is determined "visually," although
in [KMS93] the authors do not specify exactly how this is
performed.

This is an improvement over the methodology

advanced by Baumgartner and Skaar, in that it makes use of
existing features in the environment for landmarks, rather
than relying on specially installed targets.

for

The Meng and Kak Method

A promising new methodology

navigation

modeling

and

world

that

might

have

application to semi-autonomous mobile robotic systems has

been developed by Meng and Kak [MK92, MK93b] for use with
autonomous intelligent systems.
Examining human skills, it seems plausible that people
do not function by constructing explicit coordinate-style
maps

[GS94, PW93].

Rather,

they seem to use graph-like

structures to represent their world

[KBW92].

In such a

graph, nodes might stand for objects in the environment,
with edges representing relationships between nodes.

Two

nodes might be connected by an edge if there is a known
proximity relationship between them.

One might label this

edge with specific details of this relationship:
"far",

"ten feet",

descriptive term.
name,

nodes

objects.

"to the left",

"near",

"on top of", or other

In addition to identifying the object by

might

also

hold

other

information

about

For example, one might store the object's size,

texture, function, and shape.
Furthermore, people tend to be "body centered" in most
situations

-- that is to say they make themselves

the

referent for determining the relative location of objects
around them; e.g., "the door is to my left," or "the wall
is behind me."

People don't often need to know

(nor do

they really care to know) exact distances. The old saying
"A miss is as good as a mile" comes to mind.

Capitalizing

on these facts, Meng and Kak have proposed a new approach
to world modeling and navigation that is non metrical.
They report:
This system, called NEURO-NAV, discards the more
traditional geometrical representation of the

environment, and instead uses a semantically richer
non metrical representation in which a hallway is
modeled by the order of appearance of various
landmarks and by adjacency relationships. With such a
representation, it becomes possible for the robot to
respond to human-supplied commands such as, 'Follow
the corridor and turn right at the second T junction.'
[MK93a]
The NEURO-NAV approach to world-modeling

is well

suited for application as a solution to the navigation
needs

of

semi-autonomous

particular,
high-level
Also,

it presents
user

mobile

robotic

systems.

In

the possibility of a "natural"

interface,

a very attractive benefit.

it is somewhat less complex and more robust than

traditional, metric methods.
The Hong, et al., Method Another promising

approach

for navigation is the novel technique developed by Hong, et
a l . [Hon92].

Their method involves using a hemispherical

mirror and video camera to capture a 360° panoramic image
of the horizon plane around the robot, then condensing it
into

a one-dimensional

location

signature.

Location

signatures are a more compact method of storing image-based
landmark information about a location.

As they report:

A location signature retains enough information
about the landmarks seen from its target location to
allow homing.
In image-based local homing, the
differences between the signature of a robot's current
location and the signature of a target location are
used to compute incremental movements that take the
robot closer to the target location. [Hon92]
Each

location

signature

"characteristic points"

is

processed

to

extract

that serve as landmarks.

After

capturing a number of contiguous location signatures, the
system estimates its position by comparing the location
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signature of the current position with stored location
signatures.

Once it has established its current position,

the system performs image-based local homing by computing
and

executing

movements

that

will

result

in

the

transformation of the current location signature into the
one of the desired adjacent location.
The Kortenkamp, et al., Method

A

promising

non-

global coordinate method is that of Kortenkamp, Baker, and
Weymouth

[KBW92 ] .

The two central

features of their

approach are the use of gateways as transition mediators
and the construction and use of non-metrical route maps for
navigation.
As understood by Kortenkamp, et al., a gateway is a
transitional point between spaces in the environment, such
as a doorway.

The idea of utilizing gateways as landmarks

is an insightful one, especially when considered within the
framework of a graph-based world model for navigation.
this model,

doorways correspond to natural

between states.

In

transitions

The act of passing by a doorway can thus

be used as a trigger to adjust its expectations about the
present

environment,

an

event

analogous

transition in a finite state machine.

to

a

state

Also, each time that

the system passes through a doorway, the event generates
constrained position information for use by the system in
localization, effectively benchmarking its actual position
in the environment relative to the gateway.

Kortenkamp,

et a l ., also introduce the concept of

utilizing a gateway-based route map for autonomous robot
navigation [KBW92].
compact,

symbolic

In their formalism, a route map is a
representation of

gateways in the environment.

the paths

between

This scheme obviates the need

for a global coordinate system, thereby offering a number
of advantages.

As the authors put it:

Because route maps are only concerned with
localized spatial and metric information they do not
suffer from many of the problems that global, metric
maps have, such as maintaining metric consistency and
transforming between map coordinates and robot
coordinates. [KBW92]
How,

then,

identified?

are gateways reliably and consistently

Kortenkamp suggests that gateways have certain

universal qualities that can be used to recognize them
generically.

He goes on to note that,

"...for certain

types of navigation the robot does not need to distinguish
between gateways."
identification,

[KBW92].

This simplifies the task of

as one need only note that a perceived

feature is a gateway, without going on to determine from
sensory information exactly which gateway it is.

This is

because the information in the route map can be called upon
for disambiguation.
In the experimental system built by Kortenkamp, sonar
rangefinding methods are employed to detect orthogonal
gateways by way of recognizing "temporal signatures."
essentially

amounts

to monitoring a wall-facing

This
sonar

rangefinder for changes in range measured with respect to
time.

If while moving one detects an abrupt increase in

the distance reported by the sonar, followed, after a given
time

interval,

by an abrupt

decrease

in the

distance

reported, one infers that a gateway has been passed.
2.3.3. Shortcomings

of

Existing

Navigation

Methods

The navigation paradigms discussed above each have
their own set of shortcomings.

We will comment briefly

upon these in the following paragraphs.
Iyengar's Paradigm

The

Iyengar

learning

paradigm

operates at a more abstract level than the model proposed
by Elfes.

Whereas Elfes deals with navigation and world

modeling from the sensor level up, Iyengar bases his model
on the assumption that there is a subservient sensor system
available to deal with the low-level details of sensor
error and uncertainty.

In his approach, a robot constructs

a model of the world incrementally as it performs local
navigation operations from point to point. In this way the
robot gradually transitions from locally optimal navigation
(i.e.,

it

doesn't

hit

things!)

to

globally

optimal

navigation (i.e., it takes the shortest known path).

The

main difficulty with this method is that it assumes perfect
sensors,

lacking an explicit mechanism for dealing with

uncertainty and inexactness.
Elfes' Method

A significant problem that the Elfes world

model suffers from,

and one that many models have also

fallen victim to, is that it is a "bottom-up" approach.
In the case of the Elfes model, it is tailor made with the
idiosyncrasies

of

sonar

rangefinding

in mind.

Sonar

sensors, Brooks states: "...have many drawbacks which force
many such groups to spend a great deal of effort overcoming
them."

[Bro85]

True to form, much of the computational

effort involved in the Elfes method is explicitly directed
toward compensating for the problems
sonar.

inherent

As such, it is not a general method.

"top-down"

instead,

in using

By working

one should be able to decouple the

model from the sensory method.
The Baumgartner and Skaar Method

The most troubling

difficulty with Baumgartner and Skaar's method is that it
must closely track prelearned reference paths,

depending

heavily upon dead reckoning in the process.

In actual

operation this might prove problematic.
estimate error grows too large,

If the position

the system could become

"lost."
Another drawback of Baumgartner and Skaar's method
that

it requires

that

the camera

is

system be precisely

aligned with the system's chassis and calibrated to the
specific

targets

being

used.

This

process

involves

presenting the camera with approximately 100 different
target/system spatial configurations to "train"

it.

After

calibration, when the system detects a target, it compares
the target's position on the image plane with those it was
presented with in training to find the closest match.
system's position orientation

is then

"read off"

memory in essentially a table look up process.

The
from

In [BS94],

Baumgartner and Skaar do not describe how their system
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deals with the case where multiple markers are visible in
the image plane simultaneously.
Kanbara, Miura, and Shirai's Method

The

method

proposed by Kanbara, Miura, and Shirai relies heavily on
image processing, first to extract and later to recognize,
predefined features of the environment for use as landmarks
in the localization process.

Because of this, the cost of

implementation of such a system is currently high,

as

measured in terms of initial capital expenditure as well as
in operational time.
features
making

it

Also,

in the environment
susceptible

their method of identifying
utilizes

to error

passive

induced by

sensing,

changes

in

ambient lighting.
Meng and Kak's Method

The difficulty with Meng and

Kak's method, as far as implementing it, is that it depends
on the ability to identify particular objects
environment as landmarks in order to "steer"

in the

from them.

Simple ranging methods do not provide enough information
about the environment to single out and positively identify
a particular landmark.

As such, more sophisticated sensing

methods, such as vision, are necessary.

Meng and Kak chose

to equip NEURO-NAV with a neural-network based vision
system, although other methods are possible.
One of the difficulties related to applying their
method in the context of a semi-autonomous system to meet
the needs of those with mobility impairments is the fact
that their method appears to perform position estimation
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only with respect to junctions and dead-ends, and then only
in a very coarse-grained, qualitative way.

This would not

do for a SARA system, as one needs more precise information
in order to negotiate doorways and to perform docking with
desired objects.
Hong's Method

The Hong, et al., method has a number

of drawbacks related to its operational requirements.
implemented by Hong's group,
upon

a rotationally

platform.

As

the system must be mounted

invariant,

horizontal

observation

Hong, et al., note:

The efficiency in extracting and using location
signatures depends on a horizon circle remaining at a
fixed place in the image. If the robot's orientation
with respect to the ground plane changes drastically,
its horizon plane will tilt, and it may lose sight of
landmark. [Hon92]
Also,

the system is limited to a point-by-point mode of

operation:
"Homing is a navigation task in which the goal is
one of a fixed set of target locations known to the
robot. The robot is capable of finding its way only to
these target locations, but not to any arbitrary place
in its environment." [Hon92]
Furthermore,

target locations must be sufficiently

close to the current location for them to share landmarks.
If this is not the case,

the system will be unable to

proceed.
Kortenkamp's Method

The most significant difficulty

with Kortenkamp's method is that it does not fully utilize
the information in the environment available to it.
system

looks

only

for

doorways,

without

Their

storing

any

representation of sensor data gathered along the paths it

traverses.

Furthermore,

their algorithm

for

locating

doorways is time-dependent, rather than feature driven.
2.4.

Comparative

Summary

of

Navigation

Methods

It should be clear that navigation strategies

can

differ considerably in their approach to the problems posed
by navigation.

These differences

include

the methods

employed for world modeling and representation, handling
sensors,

and

environment.

assumptions

made

about

the

operational

With respect to these considerations, Table

2.1 summarizes the methods described above.
Table 2.1 Comparison of Navigation Methodologies
Author

Year Coordinate Sensing World Model Terrain
System
Method

Iyengar, et
al.

1986

global

range

spatial
graph &
voronoi
diagram

unknown

Elfes

1989

global

sonar

occupancy
grid

unknown

Baumgartner
and Skaar

1994

global

vision

paths

known

Kanbara,
Miura, and
Shirai

1993

global

vision

landmark
homing

known

Meng and Kak

1992

relative

vision

network

known

Hong, et al.

1992

relative

vision

landmark
homing

known

Kortenkamp,
et al.

1992

relative

sonar

route maps
and
gateways

known

2.5.

Observations

We envision that navigation by semi-autonomous mobile
systems

in

the

context

of

use

as

mobility

aids

for

individuals with motor disabilities would typically fall
into the category of navigation within a known terrain.
For this reason,

the methods proposed by Iyengar and by

Elfes are not directly applicable.

Also, in view of the

difficulties imposed by reliance on a global coordinate
system, we prefer to adopt an approach based upon relative
coordinates.
Of the other methods examined, the most satisfactory
for our application are those of Meng and Kak and of
Kortenkamp, et al., due to their utilization of graph-type
representation
natural

schemes.

approach

to

We

feel

modeling

that

this

navigation

is a very
tasks

in

examined

is

structured, known environments.
Unfortunately,
entirely

none

satisfactory

of

with

the

methods

respect

to

utilizing environmental cues as landmarks.

detecting

and

In the next

chapter we will introduce a new method of localization that
addresses them.

3.

INCREMENTAL

In

the

SIGNATPRE

following,

we

RECOGNITION

introduce

LOCALIZATION

a new method

for

navigation localization along paths within buildings,

for

use by semi-autonomous systems.

This method,

called the

Incremental Signature Recognition technique (ISR), is based
on the recognition, recording, analysis, and comparison of
Measurement Differential Sequence Signatures: sequences of
changes

in the

augmented

by

stream of values

the

relative

reported by

spatial

distances

sensors,
measured

between their observation.
The key ideas that the ISR technique is based on are:
first,

the use of measurement differentials generated by

sensor observations of environmental features as markers or
landmarks, not necessarily explicitly tied to identified
objects in the environment, and second, the treatment of
localization

along

a

path

within

a

building

as

an

incremental process of recognizing strings "spelled out" by
the building

in its

"language," using

string matching

formalisms.
3.1.

Basis

The

ISR

For

ISR

Localization

localization

Operation

process

is

designed

to

incrementally correct a system's dead-reckoned position
estimate,

based

upon

observation

of

environmental

discontinuities.
The

ISR method

observations

is underpinned by

two

fundamental

concerning the localization process.

The

first observation is that movement in a known, structured
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environment such as a building can be thought of as an
event-driven process.

The second observation

is that

environmental cues are the mediators of localization state
transitions in the movement process.

As Leonard, et al.,

observe:
"Localization is a top-down, expectation-driven
competence; it is a process of 'looking' for and
tracking expected events. ... An event is 'expected'
if it can be predicted from either an internal model
of the environment or from previously observed events.
It is possible to estimate the motion of a vehicle by
observing the motion of these expected events..."
[LDC92]
At the heart of the ISR technique's utility is the
fact that buildings are rich in artifacts that produce
predictable differentials in sensor measurements,

events

that can be utilized for the purpose of localization.
The interiors of most buildings are certainly not
featureless.

For example, Chenavier and Crowley have noted

with respect to operation within certain buildings that:
"A class of structural elements that is both
salient and view invariant is provided by vertical
edges. Such edges are provided by doors, pipes
(average of two edges) and corners..." [CC92]
In fact, most buildings are typically full of features that
can be used as

cues or

landmarks

in the

localization

process.
It is instructive to consider the research reported by
Strelow on mobility, as it offers a number of insights that
relate to the localization process [Str85] .
Strelow

extended

Gibson's

theory

of

In that work,

visual

guidance

([Gib58]) to explain mobility that depended upon nonvisual
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stimuli

and cognitive control processes.

Strelow was

particularly interested in how blind individuals were able
to succeed at mobility.
urban environments

Upon examination, he found that

contained features that assisted in

blind mobility:
"There is considerable redundancy or predictability
about the arrangements of the fixed objects on streets
and the interconnection of streets. This regularity
constrains travel to particular directions but also
assists the blind traveler by providing comparatively
clear and predictable paths in these directions.
It
may also assist memory for such environments because a
comprehensive identification of stimulus features is
not required." [Str85]
In short, structured environments like these provide cues
for path following and localization.

Strelow goes on to

say:
"The urban environment tends to smooth out
irregularities in the travel path and minimize
obstacles to the point where the blind traveler can
move
with
a reduced
ability
to
anticipate
obstructions." [Str85]
Others
environments

have

also

intended

noted
for

the

habitation

organized to facilitate mobility.
has

gone

so

far as

fact

to give

the

that
by

structured
people

are

In fact, one researcher
label

"environmental

grammar" to this underlying predictability of the layout of
the environment [Kay74].
Considering the above, it is very plausible that the
paths that one is likely to traverse within a building have
associated with them various environmental cues that, taken
together, can act as a signature for identifying them, as
well as to benchmark one's position along one of these
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paths when traversing it.
a vocabulary
incrementally

These features can be treated as

for buildings,
"read"

like

sequences
strings

of which can be

in

a

compared to previously learned signatures.

language

and

The challenge

is to select a manageable subset of these cues and to use
them to advantage.

We have chosen to utilize environmental

discontinuities as localization "cues" for the ISR method.
3.1.1. Environmental
Cues

In

the

most

Discontinuities

general

sense,

as

an

Localization

environmental

discontunity is any observable anomaly or irregularity in
the environment.

For example, a doorway along a corridor

is an environmental discontinuity, when considered in the
context of the wall that it passes through.
environmental

discontinuities

is

The concept of

completely

general:

discontinuities in any observable environmental parameter
are candidates for use with this method.
electromagnetic radiation,

As such reflected

infrared emissions,

and sonar

images might all be useful sources of information.
Environmental
employing

a

sensing

associated with
features.

discontinuities

some

system

to

particular

are

measure
set

of

detected
a

by

parameter

environmental

By analyzing the changes in the values reported

by a sensor (either in the spatial or temporal domain), we
can identify the nature of the environmental feature that
gave rise to them.
Consider

the

detection

of

differences

in

range

readings taken by a directional range sensor imaging a

finite horizontal section of the environment in a plane
parallel to the floor, as shown in Figure 3.1.

This figure

illustrates a scenario in which a directional range sensor
traversing

a

route

and

reporting

range

measurements

encounters a feature projecting from a wall.

partition

wall

sensor
line
of
sight
sensor

□

A

B
consecutive sensor
positions

Figure 3.1. Sensing an Environmental DiscontinuityProvided that

the line of sight of the sensor is

parallel to the projection direction of the feature, then
the range reading will "jump" abruptly between readings
made at positions A and B, as indicated in Figure 3.2.
Abrupt changes in range value of this nature are indicative
of one type of environmental discontinuity,

in this case

the type produced by passing a partition wall.

This type

of abrupt jump in range reading can also be produced by a
doorway or other similar opening in a wall, although the
range reading will change in the opposite direction.

sensor
outputs

A

Abrupt Change

increasing
distance
from
sensor

reference
frame \

Figure 3.2. Abrupt Change in Range Reading
A sequence of range readings generated in such a
manner can be interpreted as representing an environmental
function.
function

For example,
be

the

one can let the domain of the

system's

possible

positions

along

a

straight line (ideally, the line of travel of the system)
and let the range be the range (!) values returned at each
point

along

the way.

We will

show that

looking

for

discontinuities in such "range measurement functions" for
use as the "cues" is a valuable method for localization.
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We must point out at this juncture that the sensors
used

to measure

environmental parameters

report

their

results in a discrete manner, even though in most cases the
actual sensors might be analog in nature.
is a definite,

As such, there

known limit to their ability to report

resolved details of the features observed.
readings

for use

in measurement

Also, sensor

differential

sequence

recognition are assumed to be taken at discrete points in
time and space,

synchronously with the movement of the

system

the

through

environment.

This

ensures

that

successive readings are "different" from each other.
Despite the fact that environmental discontinuities
can be observed by various sensory modalities,

we must

choose a particular sensing methodology to instantiate
their detection.

For our purposes, we have chosen range

sensing because it is economical to implement.

Although in

the following we describe the ISR methodology in terms of
range sensing,

the reader should keep in mind that the

method is not limited to this context.
3.1.2. D e t e c t i o n
and
Discontinuities

Discontinuous

changes

Characterization

in

a

sensor's

output

of

are

interpreted as reflecting environmental discontinuities in
the sequence of features being observed by the sensor as it
scans the environment.

In the following, we describe how

to analyze sequences of range sensor readings to identify
first and second-order discontinuities, and illustrate the
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types of environmental discontinuities that correspond to
each.
Before

proceeding

with

our

discussion

of

discontinuities, it is appropriate to introduce a number of
terms for key concepts that will be used in the ensuing
exposition.

We will

comment on these definitions,

as

necessary.
Definition

3.1: Discontinuity:

As defined informally by Lee

[Lee91], a function

f(t) has a discontinuity of degree k at tQ, A:= 0,1,...,
if the &,/!-order left and right derivatives at tQ are
different, i.e., f^k\t0 +) * f^k\tQ -).

Lee goes on to say

that discontinuities are classified by their degrees
and

measured

by

their

sizes,

the

difference

being the size of the discontinuity.
Definition

3.2: Measurement

differential:

A measurement differential is the signed magnitude
of the difference, expressed in some appropriate units
of

measurement,

between

pairs

of

successive

measurements of a sensor.
Definition

3.3:

Measurement

differential

event:

A measurement differential event, denoted A!, is a
non-zero measurement differential.
Measurement differential events are analyzed to detect
discontinuities in the sequence of environmental features
being observed by the sensor as it scans the environment.

Definition

3.4: M e a s u r e m e n t
sequence:

A measurement
ordered

differential

differential

event

event sequence is an

string of measurement differential

events

resulting from the sensor's interaction with features
of the environment during translation in space of the
sensor

along

some

path,

the

order

of

which

is

established by the order of their detection by a
sensing device.
General measurement differential event sequences will
be denoted by parentheses bracketed strings of uppercase
letters

separated

by

commas,

i.e.,

(A,B,C).

When

instantiated by a specific measurement differential event
sequence, each letter is replaced by an appropriate metric
that gives particular information as to the nature of the
respective event.
Consider the case of a semi-autonomous system equipped
with

a

laser

rangefinder,

indicated in Figure 3.3.

moving

along

a hallway

as

In the figure, one can see that

the system registers range measurement differential events
at locations A, B, C, D, E, and F, respectively.

The

corresponding measurement differential event sequence is
given by (A,B,C,D,E,F).

One should note that the primary

consideration here is the adjacency relationships between
pairs

of

measurement

absolute order.

differential

events,

not

their

For this reason, the reversed measurement

differential event sequence (F,E,D,C,B,A) is equivalent to
the

sequence

(A ,B ,C ,D ,E ,F )

for

the

purpose

of
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identification.

One can, of course, use the absolute order

to infer direction of travel along the corridor.
Definition

3.5:

Measurement
differential
sequence signature:

eve nt

A Measurement Differential Event Sequence Signature
(MDESS)

is

a

formal

object

used

to

abstractly

represent the environmental cues detected along paths
through the environment.

An MDESS is composed of a

finite length, instantiated measurement differential
event sequence as reported by a sensor or sensors,
augmented by
odometric

the relative distances,

methods,

between

measured by

adjacent

pairs

of

observations.

hallway
walls

—

A
direction of
sensor
translation
Range Measurement
Differential
Sequence reported:
(A, B, C ,D, E ,F)

Figure 3.3. Measurement Differential Event Sequence

Definition

3.6:

Position

datum:

The position datum for mobile robotic system is the
point on the system's chassis taken to represent the
system's position.

In the case of a power wheelchair

like platform as shown in Figure 3.4, it is convenient
to select the point that is located at the midpoint
between the drive wheels, on the line established by
their common rotational axis.

Top view of power
wheelchair-like
platform

drive
wheels

Position Datum

Figure 3.4. Position Datum
Definition

3.7:

Current

reference

line:

The current reference line is the line, established
with

respect

to

the

system and

the

path

at

the
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beginning of the path to be next traversed, pointing
in the direction of the path,
system's position datum.

passing through the

The zero point of this line

is taken to be the point on it that is coincidental
with the system's position datum immediately before
movement along the path is initiated.

This concept is

illustrated in Figure 3.5.

path boundary
drive
wheels

caster
wheels

Current
Reference
Line

Position
Datum
forward
path
beginning

path boundary

Figure 3.5. Current Reference Line
Definition

3.7:

The system

System

heading:

heading for a power wheelchair-like

mobile robotic system is the angle, measured CW in
radians, between the direction of forward movement of
the system and the current reference line.
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We are particularly interested in detecting first and
second-order

discontinuities

in

range

measurement

differential sequence signatures, as these correspond to
certain common environmental discontinuities.
First-order discontinuities in a range measurement
differential

sequence

signature

correspond

to a range

sensor's detection of a step change in an environmental
feature's profile as viewed by the sensor.
For example,
corridor,

suppose the system were moving along a

scanning the distance to the wall at regular

(distance) intervals in a direction normal to the wall, as
shown

in

Figure

3.6.

When

the

system

passes

an

intersection with another corridor, the range reading will
increase in a discontinuous manner.

Figure 3.6.

Corridor Intersection Discontinuity Event

In addition to being the result of detecting a real
edge such as a doorway opening or partition, a first-order
discontinuity in a range measurement differential sequence
signature can be the result of sensing an environmental
feature that is oriented at a sufficiently steep angle to
the sensor's line of sight.

This case is diagrammed in

Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7.

View Angle Induced Differential Event

The detection of view angle induced range measurement
differential events is a prerequisite for the detection of
the second-order discontinuities in the signature being
read.

By observing

the direction of change of

these

differentials across several events, we can detect corner
like features in the environment.

For an example of the effects produced by corner-like
environmental features, consider the situation illustrated
below in Figure 3.8.

Here, we see a system employing a

range-based sensing mechanism scanning a wall-like feature.
The feature contains a corner-like projection, located at
point Y, as well as two "kinks", one situated at point X,
the other situated at point Z.

Corridor

System

Figure 3.8.

Current Reference
Line

Corner Induced Second-Order Discontinuites

As the system proceeds along the reference path from
point A to point B, the system's range sensor observes
first a change from zero-valued measurement differentials
to negative-valued measurement differential events at point
X.

It

should

be

noted

that

zero-valued measurement

differentials are not considered "events" for our purposes,
a fact that is consistent with Definition 3.3.
At point Y, the system's range sensor registers a
change from negative valued measurement differential events
to ones of positive value.

Finally,

at point

Z,

the

system's range sensor reports a change from positive valued
range measurement differential events back to zero valued
measurement differentials.

These three classes of changes

can be induced by corner-like environmental features.
For analysis, we will classify discontinuities into
categories based on their "size," according to appropriate
metrics.

In the case of first order discontinuities, the

metric will be the signed magnitude of the differential
between pairs of successive measurements.
second order differentials

In the case of

(corner-like features),

the

metric will be the rate of change of differentials between
pairs

of

successive measurements

over

an

interval

of

measurements.
3.1.3. R e p r e s e n t a t i o n
Signatures

and

Utilization

of

MD E S

We represent measurement differential event sequence
signatures implicitly using a string-based formalism.
particular,

In

for each measurement we encode and store the

following items of information:

first, the measurement's

characteristics (relative Y value, differential change from
previous measurement, and direction of change: expressed as
integers,

as

well

as

any

required

classification

information); second, the X coordinate (with respect to the

current

reference

line)

of the position

at which

the

measurement was made.
We incorporate information gained from odometry to
relate differentials one to another to make it possible to
detect missed or missing differentials, as well as to add a
degree of context independence to the process.

(This use

of limited odometry must not be confused with the use of
odometry

in

the

context

of

global

coordinate

based

mapping.)
Measurement differential event sequence signatures
will

be

denoted

by

bracket

demarcated

sequences

of

event/distance pairs, as shown below:

where

uppercase

Roman

letters

represent

individual

differential changes, and lowercase Greek letters represent
the approximate distance from the immediately preceding
measurement

differential

event.

This

information

is

interpreted as representing strings in the "language" of
the building.
3.2.

Overview

of

ISR Method

Operation

The algorithm given below (Algorithm: ISR_Navigate)
outlines

the

localization.

process

of

navigation

utilizing

ISR

Following the algorithm, we will give an

overview of the world modeling strategy underlying ISR
operation,
following,

introduce

the

concepts

of

paths

and

path

and explain the operation of the procedures
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Learn() and Localize() that are called by the ISR_Navigate
algorithm.
Algorithm:

ISR_Navigate

USES Range Sensor Output; Odometer Output;
1.

b eg i n

2.

repeat

3.
4.

Learn(path,known_destinations) ; /*Build a complete
path map of the
world.*/
u n t i l (done);

5.

repeat

6.

W a i t (destination);

/*Wait for command to
go to a specified
destination.*/

i f (destination e known_locations

/*Proceed along
path.*/

the n
repeat

9.
10

Localize(path)

/*Correct system's
estimate of its
location and
orientation w.r.t.
the path.*/

11.

Follow(path);

/*Follow the path.*/

until (end = TRUE)

12.

b egi n

14.

Abort;

15.

end;

16.
17.
18.

/*Destination specified is
unknown.*/

else

13.

end
end

19. end,

if;

repeat;

/*Abort execution and
signal an error.*/

3.2.1. World

Modeling

For

ISR

It has already been noted that it is not essential to
know

where

a

SARA

coordinate frame.

unit

is

in

relation

to

a

global

Rather, it is important to know where

the system is in relation to significant objects or places
in the local environment.
based scheme,

As such, a relative coordinate

such as that suggested by Kortenkamp,

is

ideally suited for the task of world modeling by a SARA
system.
The ISR technique represents place relationships as in
the method proposed by Kortenkamp

[KBW92], utilizing the

concepts of gateways and route maps as tools to model the
world.

However, the present technique differs from the one

proposed by Kortenkamp in that the concept of measurement
deviation sequence signatures is significantly more general
than are Kortenkamp's temporal signatures.
Kortenkamp

[KBW92],

characterization
corridor.

of

a

temporal

a door

or

other

As defined by

signature
opening

is

a

along

a

It is explicitly object related whereas ours is

not.
In Kortenkamp's method, the system utilizes a feature
detection mechanism (basically a finite state machine) that
monitors changes in sonar readings, looking for signatures
that are characteristic of these types of openings.

The

method deliberately recognizes as noise, and consequently
ignores,
criteria:

all
no

signatures
information

that
is

do not meet

the desired

stored.

contrast

In

to
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Kortenkamp's method [KBW92], the ISR technique explicitly
remembers the measurement differential events and their
sequence

of

appearance along a path

for

later use

in

localization.
Our

method

also

differs

significantly

from

Kortenkamp's in the way signatures are represented and then
used

for localization.

Measurement differential

sequence signatures are abstract entities,

event

and are not

explicitly associated with particular types of objects in
the environment.

Because of this, the system must be told

to associate particular objects or places with the events
they generate if one desires such an association.
As

with

all

methods

for

localization

in

known

terrains, operation of the ISR method is divided into two
distinct phases:

a reference phase and a matching phase.

These correspond to the exploration and navigation phases
as defined by Courtney and Jain:
.. .we divide the localization process into two
phases: exploration and navigation. In the exploration
phase, the robot is engaged in creating grid maps of
the interesting and important regions that it
encounters in its workspace (called locales). ... In
the navigation phase, the robot localizes itself by
comparing features extracted from its map of the
current locale with representative features of known
locales in the environment. [CJ94]
In the reference phase, the system learns a network of
paths through the environment by measuring and recording a
representative measurement differential sequence signature
for each path.

The system learns paths under the direction

of a teacher who drives the system over them, indicating

gateways

along

measurement

the way.

The

differentials

specified gateways.
differentials

system

nearby

In general,

will

be

as

then

flags

the

for

the

markers

many more measurement

unlabeled

than

labeled.

The

measurement differential event sequence signature recorded
between pairs of consecutively identified gateways are
stored as linked lists and then associated with the edges
in the route map corresponding to these gateways.
After the relevant paths are learned in this manner,
the

system

relatively

uses

the

information

fine-grained

gained

localization

to

along

perform
paths

by

comparing measured events to expected ones, incrementally
updating its position and orientation estimate according to
the size of the difference between them.
3.2.2. Paths

and

Path

Following

An obvious question, given that the ISR localization
method is intended for use in localization along paths is:
"Exactly what is a path?"

We distinguish two uses for the

word path and give definitions below.
At

an

abstract

level,

a path

simply

connectivity between two locations in space.

represents
We shall

refer to such a route between two different locations in
the environment as an abstract path.
At a real-world level, a path is a physical passage
between two locations.

At this level of consideration, a

path is a physical artifact that facilitates movement in
the environment from one place to another

As such, a real-
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world path has width, height, and length.

In particular,

the width of a path is defined relative to the things one
wishes to move between the two locations: one can have a
path for ants between two points that is totally impassable
for elephants.

Given that the context we are interested in

is wheelchair navigation, we will henceforth define realworld paths with respect to their capabilities, and refer
to them as real paths.
not

use

the

word

The reader should note that we do

path

in

the

sense

of

an

object's

trajectory through space.
The following discussion is based on the assumption
that there is a method available to achieve the initial
steps

of

abstract

path

identification

and

system

orientation toward and then following of the corresponding
real path's direction.
purpose.

Various methods exist

for this

[AG92, IM88, for example]

3.2.3. Learning

Paths:

The

Learn()

Procedure

Before the system can perform localization it must
first collect a set of range readings to use as benchmarks
for localization on the path.

This involves establishing a

reference line, traversing the path, and recording range
readings.

Each range reading will have associated with it

an X and a Y coordinate corresponding to the position of
the system's reference datum with respect to the reference
line.
Range readings are performed as a function of position
along the current reference line (the X axis): i.e., the
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system will make readings at regular distance intervals.
After each reading is made, the "real" distance from the
reference line to the object being ranged is computed by
removing

the

contribution

made

by

the

sensor's

displacement, if any, from the reference line.
This process involves taking into account the system's
current Y coordinate with respect to the reference line, as
indicated by odometry.

This yields a set of triplets of

the form (x, yl, yr), where x represents the distance from
the

origin

along

measurement,

the

reference

line

and yi and y r represent

returned by

the sensors on the

to

the

point

of

the range values

left

and right

sides,

respectively, corrected for any non-zero Y-axis offset.

In

this

of

form,

the

measurements,
successive

distance

as

pairs

well
of

between

as

the

successive

pairs

differentials

measurements

on

each

between

side,

are

implicit.
After gathering the above data on the learning or
reference pass, the next step is to analyze it to detect
the cues to be used for localization.

It is at this stage

that the discontinuites are identified and categorized.
record is made of the cues found,
category,

and location.

A

including their type,

If a map of the path were made

available to the system a priori, then one could also use
feature information from it for a crude form of object
recognition.
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The

above

assumes

that

some

higher-level

data

structure exists within which to enter the results of the
above

processing.

This

will

typically

be

a

graph

structure.
We summarize the above description in algorithmic form
below:
Procedure:

Lea r n (path)

USES Range Sensor Output; Odometer Output;
inputs;

1.
2

6

,

Path follower

beg i n

Align(path);

/*Prepare to
traverse path.*/

Set_Reference_Line(path)

/*Establish current
reference line for
this traversal.*/

Follow(path);

/*Follow path as
directed by path
follower sub
system. */

repeat

/*While following
path*/

begin

,

wh e n (odometer_trigger=TRUE);

7

Record(sensor_readings,X_coordinate);
/*Record measurement
data in signature
data structure*/
end;

9.
10,

until (end_of_path = TRUE)

/*Proceed along path
until it ends.*/

11.

Analyze(signature);

/*Detect, categorize,
and remember
discontinuity
events.*/

12. end
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3.2.4. Localization
Procedure

on

a

Known

Path:

The

Loca l i z e ()

After a path has been traversed and its signature
recorded, the system can use the information gained on the
learning pass

for localization.

This process involves

traversing the path again, collecting range data for step
wise,

expectation-driven comparison with the reference

data.

This will be an incremental process:

i.e.,

the

system will be able to match readings "on the fly" without
waiting to reach the end of the path.

Given that the

system is embarking on a known path (it is assumed that a
method exists for this), it has certain expectations about
the cues that it should "see" along the way.

The task then

is to test current data for a match with known data, using
these expectations as a guide, then correcting the system's
position estimate as appropriate.
In operation, an ISR based system starts navigation at
the beginning of a given path,

pointing in the desired

direction of travel (i.e., pointing in the direction of the
path) .

Before initiating movement along the path,

the

system first establishes a directed line to serve as the X
axis

of a Cartesian coordinate plane to be used as a

baseline against which the system's position and the range
readings are referenced.

This will be the reference line

for the current traversal of the given path.

The system's

position datum is initially located over the point (0,0) of
this grid.

Next,

the

system moves

along

the path

direction of the path-follower sub-system,

under

the

making range

measurements on each side as it progresses along the path.
The first measurement on each side can be normalized to
zero,

subsequent measurements being either added to or

subtracted from this baseline, as appropriate.

Also, the

system's position along the Y axis and its lead or lag
along the X axis can be factored in (as detailed below) to
correct

for deviations from the reference line and for

errors due to heading changes.
with at

In effect, what one ends up

the end of this process

is a one-dimensional

texture map of any vertical surfaces along the line of
travel that intersect the sensor's line of sight.
In practice,

one may

also wish

to

include

other

sources of information at each point of measurement along
the path,
image,

for example a compass heading or even a camera

suitably filtered.

This additional

information

could help resolve ambiguities by acting as a source of
redundancy.

Flux

gate

compasses

have

proven

to

be

repeatable when used indoors, if not capable of registering
true magnetic north, and may be a useful instrument.
Analysis of the readings can occur either on the fly
or at the end of the path.

This analysis would consist of

singling out significant

features for use as landmarks

along the way, comparing them to the ones stored in memory
from the learning phase of operation.
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We summarize the above description in algorithmic form
below:
Procedure:

Localize (path)

USES Range Sensor Output; Odometer Output;
inputs;
1.

Path follower

begin

2.

Align(path);

/*Prepare to traverse
path.*/

3.

Set_Reference_Line(path) ;

/*Establish current
reference line for
this traversal.*/

4.

Follow(path);

/*Follow path as
directed by path
follower sub
system.*/

5.

repeat

/*While following
path*/

6.

beg i n

7.

when(odometer_trigger=TRUE);

8.

Record(sensor_readings,X_coordinate);
/*Record measurement
data in signature
data structure*/

9.

Compare(sensor_reading,X_coordinate,
reference_signature);
/*Match events to
reference
signature.*/

10 .

Adjust(X_coordinate,Y_coordinate,
theta_coordinate);
/*Correct the system's
position estimate.*/

11.

12.

end;
until (end_of_path = TRUE);

13. end.

/*Proceed along
path until it
ends.*/
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3.3.

Practical

Instantiation

of

ISR

Real-world systems incorporating ISR localization must
deal with a number of important implementation related
operational considerations.

In the following,

we will

elaborate on selected methods to address certain of these
issues.
3.3.1. Range

Sensing

Strategies

In practice, the ISR technique can be implemented as a
system that records and analyzes changes in range values
reported by side-looking, narrow beam range sensors as the
system moves

along a path.

These changes mirror

the

appearance sequence of various architectural features along
a given route.
For use in determining position relative to a plane
perpendicular

to

the

features

being

observed,

advantageous to make use of the differentials

it

is

in range

readings produced by vertically oriented features like door
jambs,

columns,

etc.,

that either protrude or recede or

form an opening in the wall along the route.
consider doorways.

For example,

One feature that most doorways share is

that they are usually "straight"

i.e., they have parallel

sides that are vertically oriented.

Also, many have frames

that project slightly from the wall's surface.
A

number

of

researchers

have

reported

work

on

developing low-cost, directional optical range sensors for
use in robotics and other applications

[KEW94, OR91,

for

example]. We hope that this research will be successful in
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bringing cheap, narrow-beam optical rangefinders to market,
as they are ideal candidates for use in implementing ISR
based localization.
3.3.2. A

Dead-Reckoning

Methodology

for

Wheelchairs

We now introduce a computational model
wheelchair kinematics,

for power

in order that we may establish a

theoretical foundation for odometric dead-reckoning to be
used in the localization process.
A

power

wheelchair

nonholonomic system.

base

is

an

example

of

a

This means that the final position of

the system depends not only on the number of rotations of
each of the two drive wheels, but also on the dynamics of
how and when each wheel was rotated.
wheel is controlled independently.

This is because each
For example, consider

the case in which the two drive wheels are both rotated
through an angle of lit radians.
system's

reference

point

If one chooses as the

a vertical

axis

that

passes

through the center of the line connecting the two drive
wheels,

then in the general case where R&D, if first one

wheel is rotated through an angle of 2n radians, then the
other,

the system's

cycloid shaped path,
orientation changed.

reference point will move along a
ending with both its position and
On the other hand, if both wheels are

rotated simultaneously at identical speeds through this
angle, the system's position will change by 2 n R units but
its orientation will remain unchanged.

Clearly, in order to keep track using odometry of the
position and orientation of a power wheelchair as it moves,
a kinematic model that takes into account the nonholonomic
nature of these systems is required.

Baumgartner and Skaar

have reported such a method, one that tracks position and
orientation with respect to a Cartesian coordinate plane
[BS94].

Their method, described below, is independent of

time, the independent variable being the average forward
rotation of the two drive wheels.

As reported in [BS94],

their method is an extension of one developed for use with
tricycle type vehicles [SYB92].
Beginning

with

the

definition

of

an

independent

variable a, the average forward rotation of the two drive
wheels, as

they proceed

to define a control variable,

u,

as the

difference between the differential rotations of the drive
wheels

normalized

by

the

sum

of

their

differential

rotations:
_ ddr- dOi
dOr+ (10i
In the above, 6r is the amount of forward rotation of
the right

drive wheel,

giving

d6r as

the differential

forward rotation of the right drive wheel.

Likewise,

0/ is

the amount of forward rotation of the left drive wheel,
giving dOt as the differential forward rotation of the left
drive wheel.

Using the above definitions and selecting the midpoint
between the two drive wheels as the position reference
point on the power wheelchair chassis, the kinematic state
equations for a power wheelchair type platform appear in
state space form as:
/?cos0(a)

\‘

,, . dx(a)
t ( “ )= da

Vda
d^ ayda

/?sin 0(a)

=

£)/u(cc)
. /2

where X and Y are the Cartesian coordinates of the position
reference
respect

point

to

on

some

the power wheelchair

initial

position,

0

is

chassis
the

with

current

direction of the system with respect to the X axis, R is
the radius of the drive wheels,

and D is the center-to-

center distance between the drive wheels.

These give the

rate of change of X, Y, and f with respect to a.
In practice, the current position and orientation of
the system is estimated by integrating discrete pulses
provided by rotation encoders on the drive wheels.

For

each wheel, an encoder produces a certain number of pulses,
S,

for

each

revolution

of

the

wheel.

Each

pulse

represents a change in position of the wheel equal to
A0 = —
5

.

radians of revolution about its axis.
large value of S,

AO

For a sufficiently

is a good approximation of dd for

each wheel. We can therefore take
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A 6r— ddr
and
Ad, = dd.
in the computation of u :
A6r- Ad,
u - — -— — *
A dr+ Adi
The computation of a is also based on using the above
approximations, with
at= ai_i + Aa
where
2
For a given starting position (xt
-,_y() and orientation
<pi, the system's position after movement corresponding to
A dr and

A dt revolutions of the right and left wheels,

respectively, is:
xM = Xi + {Rcos(t>)Aa = x,-+(flcos0)

>7+1 = IV+ (^sin0)Aa =

Adr+ A d[
2

y,+ (^sin0)A dr+2 Adi

and

If the system is equipped with a processor capable of
tracking

changes

updating

the

immediately,
situations:

in wheel

position

position as

and

they

orientation

occur

and

information

then one need only consider three possible
(a) an encoder pulse arriving from the right

wheel but not the left,

(b) an encoder pulse arriving from

the left wheel but not the right, or (c) an encoder pulse
arriving simultaneously from each of the two wheels.
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In case (a), the new coordinates are
x i+ 1 =

■*;+(/? cos 0)—

S

y i + i = y i+ { R s i n < t > ) ^

,

,

with orientation
+ R
0/+1 - 0i + —

•

In case (b), the new coordinates are
-*(+1 = x i +(^?C°S0)—

,

yi+i = yt+{R sin <t>)^

,

S

with orientation
0«+i=0/“

•

Finally, in case (c), the new coordinates are
-*i+1 = x i + ( ^ C O S 0 j —

,

y,-+i = 3V + ( ^ s i n 0 ) ^

,

J

with orientation
0/+1 = 0 /

A

•

further complication results

if one allows

system's wheels to rotate in opposite directions.

the

If this

is allowed, then one can rotate a power wheelchair base in
place about this point by rotating the wheels in opposite
directions at the same speed.

If during such an operation

each wheel makes a number of revolutions equal to
_ kD

2 nR
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where D is equal to the center-to-center distance between
the drive wheels and R is the radius of the drive wheels,
then the system's reference point will make a 360 degree
turn in place without translation.

The above method of

tracking position and orientation changes does not account
for such behavior, although it can be modified to do so.
In the following,

it is assumed that

such behavior is

disallowed.
3.3.3. An

Angle

of

Unfortunately,

View

Compensation

Strategy

due to the need to maneuver,

one is

faced with the problem of system heading divergence with
respect

to the current reference line.

unless corrections are made,
system's

In this

the angle of view of the

sensors will be angularly displaced

reference line.

case,

from the

(See Figure 3.9.)

uncorrected view line of
sensors

starting
position

ending
position

actual
path
Current Reference
Line

Note: displacement and
curvature have been
exaggerated for clarity

Figure 3.9.

Angle of View Error

If each trip along the same path were to result in
nearly identical actual paths, then this effect would be of
little practical consequence.

However,

if the deviation

introduced varies from pass to pass, the ending positions
and orientations would not generally agree.

This would

make it difficult to match the strings produced on these
passes.

To correct for this effect, one can make use of

the current reference line as a benchmark,

as shown in

Figure 3.10.

new line of travel
angular deviation from
X axis (reference line
angular correction
to line of sight of
range sensors

line of sight of
range sensors

X axis (reference line)

Figure 3.10.

Angular Displacement Effect

If, as in Figure 3.10, the system deviates to either
side of the reference line,

this can be recorded as a

displacement, along the Y axis.

Furthermore, the angular
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deviation of the instantaneous heading from the reference
line can be used to keep the side-looking range sensors
oriented perpendicularly to the X axis by "swinging" their
line of sight through the same angle.
Figure 3.10 is somewhat of a simplification of the
geometry involved.

In particular, on a real-world system,

the range sensors would not typically be coincidental at a
point located at the center of revolution of the system.
Instead,

the

two

sensors would usually be

located on

different sides of the system, offset from the center of
rotation.

Consider the amended diagram in Figure 3.11.
new line of travel
angular deviation from
X axis (reference line)

angular correction
to line of sight of
range sensors
offset

range sensors

X axis (reference line)
Figure 3.11.

Angular and Linear Displacement
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Note that for a given direction of turn, the offsets
of the sensor heads from the center of the system has the
effect

of

advancing

the position

of

one head

and

of

retarding the position of the other head with respect to
the center line.

However,

because the position of the

sensors is fixed,

it is possible to compensate for the

instantaneous lead or lag along the reference line.

If we

enforce the constraint that each wheel must never reverse
direction while traversing a particular path segment, then
if the sensors are inboard of the wheels their line of
sight as corrected for change in heading cannot be forced
to "look back" over a region previously seen.
thus no possibility of

There is

apparent retrograde motion on the

side being retarded.
3.4.

Analysis

The

of

ISR method

ISR

offers

compared to other methods.
it

is

relatively

execute.

Also,

Localization

a number

of

advantages

as

The principal advantage is that

straightforward

to

the method does not

implement

and

to

rely on a global

coordinate map of the environment.
Localization methods fall into two main categories:
cell-based and feature-based [SL92].

Cell-based methods

typically allow only coarse-grained localization to be
performed, usually by means of cluster analysis techniques.
These methods can answer the question "What room am I in?"
but

cannot

usually provide better position

estimates.

Feature-based methods of localization, on the other hand,

rely

upon vision-

or beacon-based methods

position information.

to

achieve

While these methods offer fine

grained information about position,

they are costly to

implement and often impose too high of a computational load
for systems to operate in real-time.
The ISR technique presents a new feature-based means
to achieve localization, utilizing relatively inexpensive,
simple hardware.

It allows for "on-the-fly" correction of

a system's odometrically generated position estimate, using
string manipulation formalisms to analyze local coordinate
framework based information.
In

summary,

the

advantages

of

the

ISR

technique

include:
• it dispenses with the problems of global coordinates;
• it

makes

it

possible

to

utilize

methods

already

developed for use with language recognition;
• it is economical to implement; and
• it provides fast, accurate localization.
3.5.

Directions

for

Further

Work

on

ISR

The ISR method can be extended to allow a system to
determine is location at startup by a process of reading
sub-strings of measurement differentials,
its

"language base"

strings
multiple

of

the

for matches between

language

strings of

then searching

and

the

substrings

of

string.

If

substrings

that

current

the language have

match, then one would continue incrementing the substring
by "reading" more differentials and re-searching until a
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unique match is found.

This is a practical process, as the

"language" will be finite.

Note that all strings are

"legal" in this method: the building defines them.

The job

of the language recognizer is to determine which string the
system is looking at any given time, so that it can perform
localization.
Because it is possible to begin operation at any place
in the building, and because one has no way to a priori
identify

gateways,

one

could

be

confronted

with

the

situation of a substring composed of the tail of one string
and the head of another.

Ideally, this substring will not

match any of the stored strings.

To find one's position,

one must compare the current substring to those in memory
in an incremental fashion.

This process is basically one

of finding the largest overlap between the beginning or end
of the current string and the beginning or end of a stored
string.
both

This matching process will need to be conducted

"forwards"

and "backwards" because initially,

the

direction of travel of the system is not known.
One of the chief difficulties with this process is the
problem of synchronizing the sub-string(s) with the stored
path

signature

reference

so that

lines.

the cues

Various

coincide along

approximate

their

string matching

methods exist that might be applied to this task

[BB93,

BG94, Gal90, KS92].
The above process is bounded because of two reasons.
First, it is only necessary to search finitely many paths

for a match. Second, there is a bound on the length of the
longest path between gateways.

This is because buildings

are of finite dimension, and because paths are defined as
being terminated by adjacent gateways.

4.

SPECIFICATIONS AND
CONSIDERATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION

In the following, we offer a set of specifications to
guide the development of SARA systems.
suggest

approaches

to

the

After this, we

implementation

of

obstacle

avoidance, sensing, and control functions for SARA systems.
4.1.

System

In the

Specifications

following,

the author

formally

states

the

specifications that he views as appropriate for guiding the
implementation of proposed SARA systems.
4.1.1. System

Concept

A mobile platform capable of safe, purposeful movement
in a known environment under the direction of its on-board
user.

The intended application of the system is to augment

the mobility of individuals with severe motor disabilities
by functioning as an "intelligent" wheelchair.
4.1.2. System

Requirements

As defined by the author, a system requirement is a
task that a system must be capable of performing on command
for its user,

i.e., the system's user-visible functions.

At a minimum, to fulfill the expectations delineated in the
above system concept statement, the proposed system must be
capable of safely moving from some known start position,
say A, to some user-specified destination position, say B,
with its user on-board.

The criteria

for determining

location specificity will, in general be determined by the
task at hand.
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4.1.3. System

Constraints

As defined by the author,

a system constraint is a

condition or limitation placed on the functioning or design
of a system due to environmental,

aesthetic,

financial,

technological, or other non-theoretical considerations.

As

such, system constraints can be thought of as establishing
certain

"ground rules"

that must be adhered to by the

system's designer, as well as by the system in operation.
In our judgment, the following conditions and limitations
are applicable to this system:
The system must be self contained.
The constraint that the system be self contained is a
direct consequence of the intended function of the system:
the

provision

of

independent

mobility

for

the

user.

Clearly then, any power tether or other dependence upon
external

hardware

resources

such

as

electronics

or

computational facilities is unacceptable.
• The system must operate under the semi-autonomous, shared
control paradigm.
As discussed in the introduction, the semi-autonomous,
shared control system paradigm is a central feature of the
proposed system, offering important advantages over fully
autonomous operation.
• The system must interface with the user at a high level
of abstraction,

yet must also accept low-level

control for manual override.

user
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The constraint that the system interface with the user
at a high level of abstraction yet accept low-level user
control is a result of the need to reduce the physical and
cognitive workload imposed upon the user by the system,
tempered by the realization that direct user control is an
important facility in certain circumstances.
• The system must not require significant modification of
the

surrounding

environment

in

order

to

function

effectively.
Given the fact that these systems are intended to
provide enhanced mobility to their user,

it is desirable

that minimal environmental modifications be required.

This

is a result of the fact that the intended users of these
systems would not, in general, be capable of making these
environmental modifications for themselves.

As such, the

need for environmental modifications implies the need for
assistance from others.

Furthermore,

it is likely that

such modifications would require some level of technical
expertise

on

modifications,

the

part

thereby

of

the

person

introducing

the

performing
difficulty

the
of

finding someone capable of performing them.
• The system must be practical and affordable.
The

requirement

that

the system be practical

affordable is basically self-evident.
is

often

a difficult

requirement

and

Unfortunately, this
to meet,

especially

considering the issues of product liability that are likely
to accompany the development of a system of this type.

4.1.4. System

Capabilities

As defined by the author, a system capability is a
specific function that the system must be able to perform
in order to successfully meet the system requirements.
System

capabilities

are

distinguished

from

system

requirements by the fact that they are functionalities
needed by the system to meet system requirements, but are
not necessarily directly visible to or accessible by the
user.

As such,

system capabilities are determined by

system requirements.

For the present system, the following

system capabilities are implied:
• The system must possess the ability to determine its
position with respect to its environment.
• The system must possess the ability to avoid collisions
with objects in the environment.
• The system must possess the ability to detect objects in
its environment.
• The system must be capable of real-time operation.
• The system must possess the ability to move under its
own power.
• The system must possess the ability to carry its user.
• The

system

must

have

a

reliable, high-level

user

interface that is accessible to users with physical
disabilities.
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These capabilities can be classified into three broad
categories: operational strategies, hardware implementation
decisions, and user interface methodologies.

The first two

capabilities fall under the classification of operational
strategies, the next four fall under the rubric of hardware
implementation decisions, and the last under the category
of user interface methodologies.
4.2.

Implementation

Considerations

Three important subjects to consider when implementing
a system of this type are control, obstacle avoidance, and
sensing.
topics

We will give a brief overview of each of these
and

suggest

promising

approaches

to

providing

systems with these capabilities.
4.2.1. System

Control

To make correct decisions as to actions to take to
achieve user-specified goals, a semi-autonomous system must
have a decision support process.

The components of this

process include a model of the world, a means of sensing
the world, and a set of expectations about the world and
its relationship to it.

The latter of these is the focus

of the present discourse.
The

decision

expectation driven.

making

process

is

fundamentally

These expectations are basically of

two types: those that are predictive of external events and
those that are predictive of the results of posited actions
by the system.

The first type are of the form "If I don't

alter my current course of action, event X will happen.",
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the second type are of the form "If I take action X, event
Y will happen."

These may be classified as reactive and

proactive, respectively.

Reactive expectations can serve

to alert

the system that control action is necessary,

whereas

proactive

expectations

serve

to

identify

appropriate responses by the system to identified problems.
As long as the state of the world is satisfactory (or
is changing in a manner that is satisfactory), the system's
expectations about the world will remain synchronized with
its perceived model of the world: the reports about the
state of the world delivered to it by the decision support
system will match its expectations about them.
other hand,

If, on the

they do not coincide, a state of dissonance

exists, calling for control action to rectify the situation
and to eliminate or minimize the dissonance.
For example,

suppose the system is in transit from

some point A to some other point B.

Along the way, the

system's wheels might slip, resulting in positional error
as reported by the system's odometers.

If the system has

another means of detecting its position in the world, there
is a good chance that this alternate means will report a
position that is different from the one produced by the
odometer system, a condition of dissonance.
In conventional control systems for autonomous robots,
functional modules are arranged hierarchically, with lower
level modules feeding higher level ones until eventually
the highest level module makes the decisions about what the

robot

is

to do based

on the digested

information

receives from modules below it in the hierarchy.

it

This

module then issues commands for action to appropriate lower
level modules.

For example, the lowest level might be a

perception module, the job of which is to interpret sensor
data before passing it on to a world-modeling module.
world-modeling module might
module. At this point,

then report

The

to a planning

the planning module would make a

decision and pass commands down the hierarchy, perhaps to a
task

execution

module,

which

in

turn

could

pass

interpretations of these commands to the motor control
module.
In contrast to the traditional robot control system
arrangement,

one researcher,

different approach,

Rodney Brooks,

has taken a

that of constructing control systems

"from the bottom up".

Brooks has put forward a radical

approach to the design of robotic systems that he calls a
subsumption architecture

[Bro86].

problem of

developing a control

decomposed

"horizontally"

In this system,
system

according

to

for

robots

the
is

task-achieving

behaviors, rather than "vertically" according to functional
modules as is traditionally done.

This method leads to the

implementation of a control system in the form of rather
simple finite state machines.
Finite state machines are computational systems that
rely

on

fixed,

finite-size

control

memory

to process

strings of discrete units of input information, possibly
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generating intermediate results at each processing step.

A

finite state machine is composed of a set of states and
transitions, with the machine residing in exactly one of
the states at any particular point in time.

Transitions

between states depend only on the state the machine is
currently in and the value of the
The

current unit of input.

state of the machine at any given

instant

can be

thought of as representing the machine's belief about the
state of the input (and hence the external world) at that
point in time, a fact that lends itself readily to system
control applications.

Typically, in the context of system

control, a continuous string of input units is presented to
the machine which in turn produces a continuous stream of
output values based on the input values.
In Brooks' subsumption architecture, modules are each
responsible

for a certain behavior

expected to exhibit.

that

the

robot

is

The particular behaviors which Brooks

feels are appropriate to implement

(listed in order from

lowest to highest) include the following: avoid o b s t a c l e s ;
wa n d e r about;
changes;

explore

the world;

construct maps;

identify objects; pla n changes

monitor

to the world;

and

reason about behavior of objects.

The behaviors that the modules implement constitute a
natural

hierarchy

progressively

more

of

levels

complex

of

behaviors

complex ones for their success.

competence,

with

relying

less

For example,

on

the second

level module, wander, explicitly interacts with the avoid
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objects module below it.

The modules are so planned as to

allow such "stacking", with higher level modules able to
interact with all modules at levels lower than themselves.
As Brooks puts it: "The key idea of levels of competence is
that we can build layers of a control system corresponding
to each level of competence and simply add a new layer to
an existing set to move to the next higher level of overall
competence."
There

are

many

advantages
key

to

advantages

the
are

use

of

robustness

this

architecture.

Two

and

extensibility.

With regard to robustness, as each layer

responsible for its own operation, failure of a module has
a limited scope of impact.
function,

Remaining modules can still

even though functions that rely on the failed

module may suffer performance degradation.
are independent,

Also, as layers

each layer can make direct use of any

resources necessary for the completion of its mission.
This avoids possible isolation of a module due to failure
of

some

lower-level

module

responsible

for

providing

information to it, as is usually the case in traditional
architectures.

Ease of extensibility is another important

advantage offered by this architecture.

As modules are

more or less independent, new capabilities can be added by
simply incorporating new modules that implement the desired
behaviors.

Existing modules do not require re-working to

accommodate the new modules.
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Most significantly perhaps is the fact that Brooks
proposes that each module be a simple finite state machine
(one with at most

16 states),

instance variables.

augmented with

certain

Each of these machines has a set of

inputs and a set of outputs which are used to access it.
To assemble the complete system,
"stacked"

modules are virtually

in such a way that higher level modules

can

control the input of and suppress or supplant the output of
lower level modules directly.

This allows higher level

modules to "take over" when necessary.

This would be the

case when the function of two modules came into conflict.
Brooks has actually implemented a three-level system
on a research robot at MIT.
performed quite well,

In initial tests, the robot

demonstrating the feasibility and

practicality of this approach.

It is certainly a departure

from conventional approaches to autonomous robot control,
but from all indications it might prove quite useful.
The reader may have observed that this approach fits
well with the world model advanced by Kortenkamp, et al.,
as both are easily implemented as finite state machines.
We

believe

that

modification,

this

could

approach,

be

useful

with

in

the

appropriate
context

of

implementing SARA systems and should be explored further.
4.2.2. Obstacle

Avoidance

Issues

The process of obstacle avoidance is fundamentally one
of

making

decisions.

Given

a

set

of

representing the current state of the world,

data

items

the system

must decide upon an appropriate output to issue that will
keep the system within the bounds of its operation envelope
while

simultaneously advancing it toward achieving its

current goal.
Before

considering

particular

methodologies

for

obstacle avoidance, we believe that it would be instructive
to give a working definition of and to characterize what
constitutes an obstacle.
In the context of navigation, an obstacle is a thing
or a situation that prevents one from safely proceeding
along

one's

planned

course

of

action.

These may

be

physical objects blocking the path or features of the
environment that pose a threat to the system's safety.

The

latter category would include drop-offs and steep slopes,
for example.
The problem of obstacle avoidance has two aspects one static, the other dynamic.

The static aspect involves

staying a safe distance away from stationary obstacles.

In

this case, a SARA system only has to worry about its own
dynamics.

All it must to do is steer away from objects

that get within a certain zone around it.

If it cannot

find a way to steer clear, it can simply stop.

The dynamic

aspect on the other hand involves anticipating and avoiding
collisions with moving objects based on the rate of change
of

distance

environment.

between
The

the

unit

and

faster an object

objects

in

is closing on

system, the sooner the system needs to react.

the
the

This is a
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much more complex problem to solve, as it entails tracking
how object distances are changing over time with respect to
an external frame of reference in order to anticipate the
intersection point of the object's trajectory with its own.
The task of detecting static physical objects blocking
one's

path

is

rather

straightforward,

making

implementation on a SARA system practical.
practical

to

detect

certain

types

its

It is also

of

"non-physical"

obstacles, including drop-offs and slopes.

However, it is

not possible at this time to detect and avoid all possible
obstacles.

In fact, the majority of research in the area

of obstacle avoidance has been focused on the problem of
collision avoidance, unwanted physical contact between a
system and an object in the environment,

rather than on

obstacle avoidance in general.
Although early work on obstacle avoidance approached
the problem using a "sense, plan, act" regimen, more recent
work has concentrated on reactive, real-time methods.
particular

note

is

the vector

Of

field histogram method

proposed by Borenstein and Koren

[BK90]

for collision

avoidance by mobile robots and smart wheelchairs.

To

create a Cartesian based world-centered obstacle map, their
method utilizes a polar coordinate based sonar range image
data set that is system-centered.
one

proposed

by

Elfes

This map is akin to the

[Elf89] .

unobstructed course of action,

To

determine

an

their method permutes the

world map in the vicinity of the robot to create a vector

field histogram — essentially a time-accumulated world
centered "range data" item — that indicates the freespace
about the robot.
The main objection that we have to Borenstein and
Koren's method is that it requires a global world map.
addition

to

introducing

the

problems

of

In

positional

uncertainty discussed above, their method requires memory
for the entire world of the system — i.e., anywhere that it
must go — otherwise it will
world".

"fall off the edge of the

While a limited, robot-centered map might be the

way to go for immediate obstacle avoidance,

the author

believes that some other method should be used for global
navigation.
One important detail that Borenstein and Koren do not
discuss in the work cited is how their system performs
localization.

Given that the world map employed by the VFH

method for collision avoidance is world-centered and not
system-centered,

and because the system relies on dead-

reckoning based on information supplied by wheel mounted
revolution

encoders,

environment
position

will

movement

inevitably

correspondence

of

result

errors

the

system

in

the

in

system

to

map

unless

localization is performed from time to time.

some

form

of

For example,

based upon encoder feedback during movements,

the system

might come to believe that it is at some point A, facing
"north", when in fact it is at some other position A',
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displaced some distance

from A,

and pointing

slightly

"east" of "north".
Another potential problem with their method is that of
its "greedy" nature.

As the author understands it, the

method chooses its direction of travel based both upon its
assigned goal and upon the closest "hole" available that is
large enough to accommodate the system's passage.

This

algorithm might result in the system becoming trapped.
Fortunately,

it may not be necessary to equip SARA

systems with the capability of dynamic obstacle avoidance.
In

the

case

of

a SARA

system operating

in an office

environment, it might sufficient to adopt a "stop and honk"
strategy.

This is because it is most likely the case that

the detected dynamic "object" is in fact a person, not an
inanimate object.

When confronted with a person,

it is

likely that they will see and avoid the SARA system, making
it unnecessary to maneuver out of their way.

Another

consideration related to people is that they are dynamic
and self-directed.

If the SARA system were to plan and

begin to follow a path around them, what effect might their
simultaneous movement to avoid the SARA unit have on the
system?

The image comes to mind of two people approaching

from opposite directions on a pathway,

each trying to go

around the other but failing several times because they
each move to the same side of the pathway to "go around"
the other.
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The

case

of

avoiding

static

obstacles

in

an

environment of this nature is also simplified somewhat in
comparison to the general case.

In the case of static

objects, it is likely that coworkers would respond to the
system's "honking" by removing the obstacle.

As a last

resort, the user could assume direct control to navigate
around the obstacle.

(Or perhaps through it!)

This is the

strategy employed in the current effort.
The assumption that it is necessary for any system of
this type to possess the ability to autonomously maneuver
around obstacles detected in their path was originally made
in the context of completely autonomous systems operating
in unknown

terrains.

The preceding examples

serve to

highlight the fact that SARA systems might capitalize upon
environmental features to simplify the task of obstacle
avoidance.
4.2.2. Sensing

Strategies

for

SARA

Systems

In order for a SARA system to successfully understand
and interact with the environment around it,
equipped

with

"Fundamental

a

to

sensing
robot

system.

function

is

To
the

it must be

quote

Iyengar,

acquisition

of

relevant environment characteristics, task invariances, and
relational object properties..."[ IK89 ] .

The ability to

sense and learn is also fundamental to the operations of
detecting,

identifying,

and

manipulating

necessary in the execution of tasks.

objects

as

Sensing

systems

are

the

principal

information

interface between an intelligence and the environment.
sensing

system is a device

that uses

the output

A

from

sensors to measure or to infer the value of some parameter
of interest.

They permit an intelligent system to gather

answers to specific questions about the state of the world
and to keep its world model up-to-date.

(The knowledge

that an intelligent system possesses about the world is
called its world model.)

Each time that an intelligent

system must make a decision, it first consults its world
model for information that might be relevant.

This gives

the system the ability to make informed decisions about the
course of actions it should take to make progress toward
its goals.

Clearly,

sensing systems are vital

to the

proper functioning of any intelligent system.
Any process that allows an intelligence to directly
gain information about
called sensing.

the real world can properly be

Fundamentally, sensing consists of making

a measurement of some property of the environment and then
interpreting the result to assign meaning to it.

Important

applications for sensing systems include object detection
and recognition, object tracking, object ranging, obstacle
avoidance,

collision avoidance,

drop-off detection,

and

force expended by the system.
Any device that is directly altered in a predictable,
measurable way by changes in a real-world parameter is a
sensor for that parameter.

All sensors thus have some
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underlying,

known

transfer

function

that

relates

the

sensor's input parameter (the independent variable) and its
output parameter

(the dependent variable).

A sensor's

output parameter can thus be taken as an analog of the
input parameter from the environment.

The value produced

is then fed to an appropriate processor to generate an
information-based

interpretation

of

the

signal,

as

indicated in Figure 4.1.

sensor
energy-

transfer
function

processor
interpretation
output
parameter
information

Figure 4.1.

A Model of Sensing System Operation

Given a parameter that one wishes to measure, it may
or may not be possible to measure
sensor.

it directly with a

To measure a parameter directly,

one must find

some material or process that responds to changes in the
parameter

to

be

measured

in

a

manner

interpreted as an analog of the input.

that

can

be

In the particular

case of sensors that are to be interfaced with electronic
systems,

the output parameter is usually a resistance,

capacitance, inductance, or voltage that varies in response
to changes in the input parameter.

Obviously,

finding

something

that

trivial task.

displays

such a relationship

is not

a

Fortunately, past researchers have devised

sensors for most parameters of the real world environment
that are of interest.
The immediate output produced by a sensor is called a
"raw"

signal.

This is because the output

signal of a

sensor typically must be filtered, amplified,
otherwise modified before it can be used.

scaled, or

Often, a great

deal of processing must be done to a signal to extract the
information contained in it and to make it available to the
system in a form suitable for computation.
There

are

several

common

difficulties

that

are

frequently encountered when dealing with signals produced
by sensors.
sensor

These include: small signal output, non-linear

response,

hysteresis,

initial

calibration,

calibration drift, spurious noise, external interference,
poor

repeatability,

response

limited measurement range.

lag,

low resolution,

and

Most sensors produce an output

signal that is very small in absolute terms.

This requires

the signal to be amplified before further use.

Operational

amplifiers are widely used for this purpose because of
their very high input impedance, low cost, and ease of use.
Non-linear sensor response is somewhat harder to deal with
than low signal level.

This is because a transfer function

must be found to apply to the sensor's output signal that
mirrors its deviance from a linear function.

When the

correction is then applied to the signal the output is

linear.
of

This type of correction is generally made a part

the

amplification process

by using

the

correction

function to control the amplification gain over the range
of the input

signal.

Each of these problems

requires

significant thought and effort to overcome.
An

important

feature

of

any

sensing

system

for

application to SARA systems is that it be robust enough to
take the abuse of day-to-day wear and tear, yet continue to
function reliably.

Ideally, it should be self-calibrating

and fault tolerant.
multiple

The system as a whole should employ

sensory

modalities

to

measure

the

same

environmental parameters in order to perform cross-checks
on sensor accuracy and function.

It should also be self-

diagnosing in case of failure.
The environment

in which a system is expected to

operate, along with the tasks that the system is expected
to perform, will in large measure determine the types of
sensors used to gather information about the external world
and the system's relationship to it.

For example,

in

controlled environments where the task is to repeatedly
move between fixed locations, one might choose to employ
various

types

navigation.

of

"hardwired"

paths

in

the

In a case where

infrared beacons are used for localization,
be

for

In this case, one might select an inductive

type of sensor to track the wire pathways.

would

floor

to

equip

the

unit

with

IR

the choice

detectors.

In
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unstructured environments, one would instead choose selfcontained systems to gather needed information.
Range sensing capability is a vital part of any system
that

must

detect

and

avoid

unexpected

obstacles .

Predictably, a failure or shortcoming in the range sensing
system could have dire consequences.

It is therefore

important to examine the various modes of failure possible
and

to

develop

compensate

strategies

for them.

to

eliminate,

Failure modes

include total, partial,

and hidden.

to be

avoid,

or

considered

Shortcomings to be

examined include sensor idiosyncrasies.
Total failure of the sensor system is rather easy to
detect and respond to.

One has no choice but to halt

operations and signal for external help.
this

One would expect

situation to be rare if sufficient

designed into the system at the outset.

redundancy is
The handling of

partial failures is also relatively straightforward.
this case,
continue

In

one would rely on the remaining sensors to
operation,

although

at

a

reduced

level

of

confidence and performance. It is rather more difficult to
detect

and

compensate

for hidden

failures

and

sensor

idiosyncrasies.
A hidden failure is one in which a sensor ceases to
interact with the environment,
measurement values.
requires

multiple,

comparison purposes.

yet continues to return

The detection of this type of failure
independent

sources

of

data

for

If on comparison of the values one
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finds a discrepancy, it can be assumed that at least one
sensor is faulty.

The determination of which sensor is

most likely to be at fault can then be done statistically,
in which case the more sensors the better
three).

(but at least

After identification of the offending sensor, it

can be marked as bad and taken off-line.
Sensor idiosyncrasies are limitations imposed either
by

the

nature

interaction

with

of

the

the

environment

physical characteristics.
difficulty

detecting

reflectivity.

particular

sensor's
or

by

its

mode

of

inherent

For example, sonar sensors have

objects

that

have

low

acoustic

One can compensate for sensor idiosyncrasies

by employing sensors of different types in complementary
pairs.

In this case, a disagreement between sensor pairs

would alert the system to reexamine its interpretation of
the meaning of the data being returned and perhaps employ a
backup system of yet another sensor type.
4.3

A

Robust,

Self-Diagnosing

Sensing

In view of the above discussion,

Methodology

it is important to

insure that the range sensing system is as robust, faulttolerant,

and trustworthy as possible.

One method of

achieving this goal is through the integration of multiple
types of sensors.

As reported by Iyengar and Thomas, this

method offers valuable advantages:
Employing diverse sensors offers at least three key
advantages: improved noise detection and elimination,
increased fault-tolerance, and increased sensing
ability.
The use of diverse sensors improves noise detection
and elimination because noise detected by different
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types of sensors tends to be un-correlated across
sensors, while signals of interest tend to be
correlated. (This also tends to be true of spatially
distributed sensors.) By comparing the outputs of
various sensors, un-correlated noise can be identified
and removed from the composite signal before passing
it on to higher levels of processing. Additionally,
one can compensate for the shortcomings and
peculiarities of particular sensors by intelligent
selection of certain combinations of sensors.
Integrating
diverse
sensors
increases
the
reliability and fault-tolerance of the sensor system
by allowing for dynamic compensation and cross
checking of expected results. For example, local
atmospheric conditions might be monitored by one set
of sensors and the information used to adjust the
sensitivity or range of another type of sensor whose
performance is related to atmospheric conditions.
Another situation might involve the use of two
different sensors for target ranging, one laser based
and one microwave based. One might compare the results
obtained as a cross-check on performance.
The last key advantage offered by diversity of
sensors is increased sensing ability. The use of
diverse sensors provides a broader spectrum of
information from which to make abstractions .
Consequently, better abstractions can be made. [IT89]
A fundamental sensing operation required to perform
obstacle avoidance is the determination of the distance
between a system and objects

in the environment.

One

popular method of distance measurement is pulsed ultrasonic
rangefinding.

A pulsed ultrasonic rangefinding system

incorporates a sonar transducer to emit ultrasonic energy,
as well as a processor to calculate the distance to the
object based on the time required for pulses to return, to
make allowances for errors induced by variations in air
density

caused by

changes

in barometric

pressure

and

temperature, or other causes.
Pulsed sonar rangefinding works on the principle that
the time required for a pulse of sound to travel from a
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sonar transducer to an object and then return is directly
related to the object's distance from the sonar transducer.
In sonar rangefinding, a pulse is presumed to travel along
the acoustic axis of the transducer.

This is rather like

unrolling a tape measure in a particular direction until it
bumps something.
single number.
"touched".

All one obtains from this process is a

It is not rich in information about what it

Thus, to measure distance, a sonar unit simply

emits a sound pulse in the direction of the object to be
ranged and then measures the time required for the pulse to
make a round trip.

The time required for a pulse to return

from an object is then taken as an analog to the object's
distance from the sonar source.

It should be noted that

multiple, sequential measurements can be averaged to give
improved accuracy.
Brooks is not at all inclined to use sonar for world
modeling.

He points out that it is inherently vague as far

as locating objects is concerned

[33ro85] .

Consider the

input from a typical sonar sensor.

Each time the sensor is

activated, it returns a single number that is interpreted
as the distance to some detected object.

The problem is

that the sensor has a field of view shaped like a cone,
with a 22 degree angle of divergence.

Consequently, any

object located at a particular distance within this field
of view might return the same value.

Also, the response of

the sensor is effected by the acoustic reflectance of the
objects in the environment,

their size and shape, and by
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various other factors.

In short, one effectively has a

probability distribution in space whose locus is the number
returned by the sensor.
Should one avoid using ultrasonics?
have

their drawbacks

- their response

Certainly they
is affected by

changes in relative humidity, the reflectivity of objects
in the

environment,

detected,

the geometry of

the

object

being

and other factors, all of which contribute to

making them notoriously difficult to use for anything other
than relative location or collision avoidance.

Despite

these shortcomings, Brooks sees appropriate places for the
use of sonar.

As he says: "We will however consider using

sonar for tasks for which it is suited.

For example, it is

an excellent sensor for monitoring local obstacles, missed
by the visual sensor, as the robot moves along."

[Bro85] .

Brooks also enumerates a number of reasons that he believes
account

for

the

wide

use

of

sonar

rangefinders

gathering information about the world.

for

These involve the

fact that they are cheap, give direct digital readout of
range,

and

require

little

in

the

way

of

processing

resources to operate.
In light of the above considerations, the author has
proposed a robust,

redundant,

dynamic,

self-diagnosing

sensing methodology for detecting and compensating
hidden

failures

idiosyncrasies,

of

single

based on a

"2+2"

sensors

and

arrangement

for

sensor
[Tho94b,

reproduced in part below, by permission (see Appendix)].
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This arrangement consists of a number of intelligent
sensor clusters, each composed of four sensors, two each of
two different types, coupled with a local processing unit,
all grouped into a larger network. (See Figure 4.2.)

These

sensor clusters are intelligent in the sense that they preprocess sensor data to achieve a degree of abstraction
before passing the signal on to higher level and in that
they can report
conditions,

information about

their

status,

local

and an estimate of the certainty associated

with the sensor's output value.

Tl:A
T1:B
T2 :A

To
Network

T2 :B

Tl:A,B - sensor type 1 pair
T2:A,B - sensor type 2 pair

Figure 4.2. Intelligent Sensor Cluster
In the following discussion, it is assumed that each
intelligent

sensor cluster operates

its

sensors

approximately synchronous, spatially coherent manner.
is

to

say,

simultaneous
approximate

each

"reading"

measurement
spatial

by

consists
all

direction

of

sensors
(although

in an
That

essentially
in

the

same

slight

time
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allowances might have to be made in the case of certain
sensors to prevent mutual interference).
In operation,

each intelligent sensor cluster would

track the values returned by its sensors, looking for both
near-term

and

long-term

inconsistencies

would

be

inconsistencies.
such

things

as

Near-term
disagreement

between values returned by sensors during one reading.

In

particular, each intelligent sensor cluster would maintain
an "agreement matrix" similar to the one shown in Figure
4.3, where agreement is suitably defined:

Tl :A Tl:B T2 :A

T2 :B

Tl:A

NA

A/D

A/D

A/D

Tl:B

A/D

NA

A/D

A/D

T2 :A

A/D

A/D

NA

A/D

T2 :B

A/D

A/D

A/D

NA

A/D: A= agree, D = disagree
NA = not applicable

Figure 4.3. Agreement Matrix
Long-term inconsistencies would include such things as
the number

and types of sensor disagreements

within the last N readings.
used

to

develop

a profile

recorded

This information would then be
of

the

intelligent

sensor

cluster's performance for diagnostic purposes and to assign
a confidence value to its output.
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Consider the case of the hidden failure of a single
sensor.

In this case, assuming no coincidental agreement,

one row and one column of the agreement matrix will contain
all

'D's.

sensor

Based on this, one can tentatively mark this

as

cluster's

faulty

and

adjust

the

intelligent

confidence value appropriately.

sensor

In general,

coincidental agreement will be detected over the long-term
as

the

system

measurements.

moves

around

the

environment

making

A hidden failure of more than one sensor

would typically require the intelligent sensor cluster's
confidence value to be reduced to zero.
Now consider the case of measurement
introduced by sensor idiosyncrasies.
would

expect

each

like

pair

of

inaccuracies

In this case,
sensors

to

one

produce

measurements that agree each other, but not necessarily
agree with the measurements produced by the other pair of
sensors.

For example consider the case of an intelligent

sensor cluster composed of pair of sonar range sensors and
a pair of laser range sensors confronted with a glass door
(See Figure 4.4).
the door,

The pair of sonar sensors would 'see'

but the pair of laser sensors might not.

fact, they might sense something beyond the door.
a case,

one would

take the conservative

believe the smaller measurement.

In

In such

approach

and

Trusting to a single type

of sensor in many cases can thus lead to disaster.

By

employing different types of sensors in this manner, one
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can possibly avoid being misled into believing things to be
all clear when in fact they are not.

Output
"5ft"

Tl:A

"5ft"

Tl:B

"10ft"

T2 :A

glass

wood

5ft

10ft

"10ft" T2 :B

Tl: sonar, T2: laser

Figure 4.4. Sensor Idiosyncrasy
The exact criteria for determining whether two sensors
"agree" would depend upon the degree of confidence one
would want to achieve in the intelligent sensor cluster's
output.
two

The narrower the range of variance allowed between

measurements

confidence

in

considered

the

equal,

intelligent

measurements do agree.

the

sensor

higher

one's

cluster

when

Corresponding to this, the narrower

the range of variance allowed between two measurements
considered equal, the more likely the measurements are to
be in disagreement.

This is a trade-off that requires

empirical adjustment.
At the level of the entire network of sensors,

one

could employ a central processor to gather information to
assemble

it

environment.

into

a

coherent

view

of

the

system's

This unit could selectively ignore the output

of

those

intelligent

sensor clusters whose

values have fallen below a specified level.
be able

to provide diagnostic

confidence

It would also

information as to which

intelligent sensor cluster units are faulty,

along with

hints as to what the actual fault might be.
The
cluster
below.

general
unit

operation of each

intelligent

sensor

is outlined in Algorithm Cluster_Unit(),

The underlying idea is to analyze and interpret the

patterns

of

cross-sensor

agreement

as

determining

equivalence classes, using the information gained for selfdiagnostic purposes.
Algorithm:

Cluster_Unit()

Variables .
agreement_error :

Boolean;

integer;
max_hist 02ry:
integer;
response_X:
range value;
short_te 2rm_confiden.ce:
real;
long_term_confidence : real;
faulty_sensor_number : integer;
number_of_elements:

current:

agreement matrix of

size

number_of_elements by
n umber_of_ elements ;
last:

agreement matrix of

size

numher_of_elements by
number_of_elements ;
histojry:

integer matrix of size
numher_of_elements by
number_of_elements;

integer;
num_in_largest_class :
integer;
possible_idiosyncrasy;
integer;
num_of_eq_classes:
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begin

set short_term_confidence to 0.0;
set long_term_confidence to 0.0;
set agreement_error to true;
repeat
for (each range measurement element X)
do
beg i n

Emit signal;
Record response_X;
end;
od;
for

(each distinct pair A, B of range measurement
elements)

do
begin
if response A = response B
t hen
beg in

enter 'agree' in cells A, B and B,A of
agreement matrix current;
set agreement_error

to 'false';

set cshort_term_confidence to 1.0;
end;
else
beg in

enter 'disagree' in cells A,B and B,A
of agreement matrix current;;
set agreement_error
end;
f i;
end;
od;

to 'true';

agreement_error = 'true'

/*case of num_of_eq_classes

<> 1*/

then
beg in

Compute transitive closure of agreement matrix
current,
and store count of equivalence
classes in num_of_eq_classes;
Compute the number of sensors in each class
and store the value for the largest class
in num_in_largest_class ;
if num_of_eq_classes

- 2

then
if num_in_largest_class

= 3

then

set value of faulty_sensor_number to
the id number of the only
sensor not in the largest
class;
else /*case num_in_largest_class =2*/
if (sensors in each class are of
same type)
then
begin

set possible_idiosyncrasy to
'true';
set short_term_confidence to
0.5;
report smallest value as
current reading;
end;
else /*case of mixed type
agreement but same type
di sagreement */

set short_term_confidence
0 .0 ;

to
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else /*case of num_of_eq_classes

set short_term_confidence

= 3*/

to 0.0;

fi;

Compare corresponding cells of agreement
matrix current; and agreement matrix
last

if entries disagree
then

increment the corresponding entry
of history provided that this
does not make that entry
greater than max_history;
else

decrement the corresponding entry of
history provided that this
does not make that entry
smaller than zero;
fi

Examine entries of history matrix and
adjust long_term_confidence and
faulty_sensor_nuwber appropriately;
set agreement_error to 'false';
end;
f i;
forever;
end.

The advantages of the above strategy are as follows.
First, it allows pair-wise checks between like sensors to
detect hidden failures.

Second,

it helps prevent being

blinded by a particular sensor's idiosyncrasies.

Last, it

insures an assured level of safety by providing faulttolerance, redundancy, and self diagnostics.
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4.4.

Implementation
Syst em

Details

of

the

Prototype

We have initiated an effort to realize a prototype
SARA system.

In the following, he gives details of this

effort, along with insights into the various implementation
choices made.
The
prototype

mobile

platform

is a Fortress

that

was

selected

Scientific Model

wheelchair base, as shown in Figure 4.5.

for

655FS

the

power

This unit offers

a number of practical advantages, including low center of
gravity, ease of interfacing and adaptation, large tires,
and robustness.

Figure 4.5. Prototype Mobile Platform
The sensing system for navigation is composed of a
pulsed ultrasonic sonar rangefinding subsystem coupled with
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a triangulation based, structured laser light rangefinder.
Only

one

pair

of

sonar

sensors

is

teamed

with

the

triangulation based laser/CCD range finder, the remaining
sonar sensors being devoted to obstacle avoidance.

This

configuration was selected principally because of financial
constraints.

Ideally, two or more laser/sonar subsystems

should be incorporated into a SARA system,

all working

cooperatively.
The laser rangefinder is utilized to confirm sonar
readings

by

correspond

scanning
to

the

the

CCD

distances

at

the

returned

advantage that this method offers

locations
by

that

sonar.

The

is lower computation

overhead, as the system only need look at a limited number
of rows of the CCD element.

Also, it effectively increases

the sonar's resolution substantially. Additionally,

it is

used to detect anomaly signatures.
The

laser rangefinding unit

consists

of a

frame-

transfer CCD camera equipped with a frequency specific
bandpass filter,

along with a laser line generator.

In

operation, the system performs a scan of selected areas of
the CCD element looking for intensity peaks.

The positions

of intensity peaks (presumed to be the reflections of the
laser's

output

from

objects

in

the

environment)

are

directly related to the distance from the CCD to the object
reflecting the light.
to

have

a

wide

Initially, the author had intended

field

of

view

for

the

CCD

unit.

Unfortunately, the filter used to remove all but 676.6 nm

light

is

of

the

interference

type,

limiting

effectiveness to a 5 to 10 degree field of view.

its
Wider

fields of view introduce various problems with bandpass
shift and polarization losses.
The choice of triangulation based laser rangefinding
rather than time of flight or phase shift based laser
systems was based on the need for a low-cost but accurate
system

for

reporting

range

information

that

complementary to time based sonar rangefinding.

was

The high

cost of time of flight and phase shift laser systems,
coupled

with

significant

short

range

performance

limitations made such systems unacceptable for the current
effort.

Two significant disadvantages of triangulation

based measurement are the fact that the response is non
linear and the fact that the resolution of the system is
effected

by

the

detector.

The

impact

of

these

disadvantages is that they limit the systems maximum usable
range.

This distance corresponds to approximately eight

feet.
The present sonar system implementation consists of
eight Polaroid ultrasonic rangefinder modules operating
under

the

control

interface cards.

of an IBM compatible by way of two
The first card is a digital I/O card

manufactured by Industrial Computer Source.

The system

initiates the firing of a sonar module by setting a bit
corresponding to the desired ultrasonic rangefinder module
to

Upon receipt of a low to high transition on its

INIT line, an URF module emits a series of sixteen 49 kHz
pulses, then switches into receive mode.

If the URF module

detects an echo, it brings its ECHO line high.

Each URF's

ECHO line is connected to its own counter on the other
interface card, a DCC-2 0 by ICS.
The Polaroid ultrasonic rangefinder modules have a
roughly cone-shaped field of view that extends over a solid
angle ofapproximately 30 degrees.
echo is

This

implies that if an

returned by an objectwithin

this cone and is

detected by the sensor, its location can only be asserted
as lying at some distance X from the transducer,

on the

surface of the sphere of radius X intersected by the cone.
(This

is

involved,

an

oversimplification

but

is

accurate

of

enough

the actual
for

illustrating the limitations of sonar.)

the

physics

purpose

of

By default, these

sensors report only the first echo detected.
Upon

the

signaling

of

an

corresponding counter is started.

URF

to

fire,

When the counter detects

the URF's ECHO line transitionto 'high' the counter
stopped.
directly

its

is

The elapsed time then stored in the counter is
proportional

to

the

distance

between

the

transducer and the object that produced the echo.
Work
prototype.

is

continuing

on

the

development

of

this

5.

SUMMARY

The

AND

present

CONCLUSIONS

work

serves

to

highlight

the

many

theoretical and implementation difficulties that must be
recognized and overcome before practical systems can be
built

for

use

by

individuals

with

severe

motor

disabilities.
One of the many practical difficulties that must be
overcome before SARA systems can be implemented is the need
to

implement

practical,

reliable

systems

navigational control of power wheelchairs.

for

the

The Incremental

Signature Recognition technique presented here is a first
step in the desired direction.

We believe that it will

prove robust enough for real world application, yet simple
enough to implement on inexpensive hardware.
We believe that the ISR method proposed here offers a
number of advantages as compared to other methods.
principal

advantage

is

that

it

is

straightforward to implement and to execute.

The

relatively
Also,

the

method does not rely on a global coordinate map of the
environment.
The ISR technique presents a new feature-based means
to achieve localization, utilizing relatively inexpensive,
simple hardware.

It allows for "on-the-fly" correction of

a system's odometrically generated position estimate, using
string manipulation formalisms to analyze local coordinate
framework based information.
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In

summary,

the

advantages

of

the

ISR

technique

include:
• it dispenses with the problems of global coordinates;
• it

makes

it

possible

to

utilize

methods

already

developed for use with language recognition;
• it is economical to implement; and
• it provides fast, accurate localization.
The ISR method can be extended to
Another important challenge is the need to improve
sensor system reliability to aid in the prevention of user
or bystander

injury.

The multi-modal,

fault-tolerant

methodology suggested by the author is one possible way to
advance toward solutions to this problem.
Future work might

include an examination of other

applications for the ISR technique, possibly in the context
of autonomous systems.

Other areas in need of examination

include strategies for docking, doorway negotiation,
object identification.
insurmountable.

and

The challenge is daunting, but not
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A NEW SWITCH ACTUATOR DESIGN THAT ENHANCES
PROPRIOCEPTIVE FEEDBACK IN THE USER OF LIMB POSITION

Daryl Thomas
Robotics Research Laboratory, Department of Computer
Science, Louisiana State University
ABSTRACT

The focus of the present work is the development of a new
switch

actuator

design

that

enhances

feedback in the user of limb position.

proprioceptive

In particular, the

author proposes an innovative extension to the trackball
concept: a spring-return-to-center half-trackball actuator
mechanism.

A

key

feature

of

the

design

is

that

it

stimulates the user's proprioceptive feedback system in
direct proportion to the current position of the actuator.
In addition to providing high-quality feedback of actuator
position and switch status, the mechanism also eases the
loads put on the user's leg muscles in operation in two
important ways.

First, by effectively acting as a giant

"ball bearing," this type of actuator requires very little
force to operate.

Second,

trackball

relative

element

the placement of the half
to

the

foot

effectively

constrains the directions of the forces required to operate
the actuator within an envelope of comfort for the user.
INTRODUCTION;_______ THE

" INTENTIONALITY

Over the last several years,

GAP"

there has been a growth in

awareness on the part of society of the needs of people
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with severe motor disabilities.

Such disabilities can be

the consequence of cerebral palsy, head trauma, or other
serious insult to the body.

Arguably,

the most pressing

problem confronting individuals in this group is their
impaired ability to interact with their environment.
most

significant

consequence of this

situation

The

is the

resulting gap between the desires of people with severe
motor disabilities to interface with or to manipulate the
world around them, and the realization of those desires.
The author has dubbed this situation the "intentionality
gap."
Ultimately,

to close this "intentionality gap," a means

whereby such individuals can effect changes in the world
about them and perhaps change their relationship to it must
be provided.

Current technologies for bridging this gap

include powered wheelchairs,

augmentative communication

systems,

and

control

component

in the successful implementation of all such

systems

environmental

is a reliable,

systems.

A

key

easy to operate user-interface

designed with the special needs of this user group in mind.
BA C K G R O U N D

The focus of the present work is the development of a new
switch

actuator

design

that

enhances

proprioceptive

feedback in the user of limb position, and hence that of
the switch's status.

The outcome of this project for the

author has been a deeper understanding of these systems, as
well as the development of a working prototype.

The design
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of this actuator mechanism was prompted by the need to
provide

a

certain

person with

an

easy

to

use,

foot-

activated, multi-channel input device for use with both a
power wheelchair and an augmentative communication system.
The particular individual that this switch actuator system
was designed for is a six and one-half year old boy with
severe cerebral palsy.
his

limbs,

his

This person has limited command of

legs and feet being most

controllable.

Although designed in response to the needs of a specific
individual, the author feels strongly that the new actuator
system would be widely applicable to the needs of other
individuals with similar disabilities.
STATEMENT

OF

THE

PROBLEM

After analyzing the user's needs and capabilities, as well
as the dynamics of his past interaction with various switch
devices

and joysticks,

difficult

grounding"

that

it was

for him to determine the current position of

switch actuators,
activat ion

it became apparent

state,

and therefore the associated switch's
because

of

a

lack

of

"reference

for his proprioceptive feedback system.

In

short, he could activate the mechanisms, but could not tell
reliably how far or in which direction he had pushed the
device's actuator.

One example of this is that of his

difficulty in operating joystick-type actuators.

In order

to operate such an actuator,

he must lift his foot and

place it on top of the handle.

The act of lifting the leg

to place the foot on the handle causes immediate loss of
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reference contact with his footrest,

resulting in wild

gyrations as he tries to locate and make contact with the
handle.

As one might expect, when contact does occur the

control is forced into a full-on state.

Frequently, this

causes the him to break contact with the handle and cycle
through the process again.
made

to correct

An unsuccessful attempt was

these problems by conventional means,

including

the

use

of

guards,

varying

placement,

force required for operation,

the

actuator's

and electronic

damping.
An extensive, unsuccessful search for appropriate switch
actuator devices, combined with unsatisfactory trials of
many available devices convinced the author that a new
switch actuator design was needed to solve the user's input
control problem.

In particular, presently available multi

way switch mechanism actuators do not provide adequate
feedback to the user of the current position of the switch.
The most widely used multi-way switch actuator mechanism in
this context,
when

applied

the joystick, has a number of limitations
as

a

foot-operated

device,

the

most

significant of which being the difficulty of determining
its current position when in use.
especially

considering

the

fact

This is not surprising,
that

joysticks

were

developed for operation by hand.
DESIGN

OBJECTIVES

AND

CRITERIA

The principal objective of this effort is the design and
development of a foot-activated, multi-channel input device

for use with both a power wheelchair and an augmentative
communication system, that provides the user with direct
feedback of the actuator's position and switch's state.
should

be

noted

at

this

point

that

the

choice

It

of

a

physically operated actuator, rather than some other more
exotic means like EMG or eyegaze detection,
primarily
impaired,

by

the

intended

user:

an

is dictated

individual

but not absent, motor function.

with

In addition,

physical coupling has the advantage of direct feedback,
lower

cost,

simplicity,

existing systems.

and

ease of

integration

with

As most systems that it is intended to

operate with provide on/off interfaces,

the unit should

provide on/off rather than proportional operation.

Binary

operation was selected both because it is significantly
easier to implement than proportional control as well as
because it does not significantly limit its functionality.
DESCRIPTION

OF

THE

DEVICE

To address these problems,

the author has developed an

innovative extension to the trackball concept: a springreturn-to-center

half-trackball

(see Fig.

1) .

A

key

feature of the new design is that it stimulates the user's
proprioceptive feedback system in direct proportion to the
current position of the actuator.

To get an idea of the

quality of feedback provided, the reader can experience a
simulation of it by placing a tennis ball on the floor and
using his foot to move it around in a small circle.

This

type of feedback is markedly different and more effective

than

that

experienced by the user of other

switching

systems (i.e., joysticks, wobble switches, etc.).
Ball-and-Socket Joint

Half-trackball

Top of
case v

Magnet ring

M agnetic
switch

Thrust
clement

R eturn

spring

Figure 1. Actuator Detail
In operation, the actuator mechanism functions by "rolling"
under the user's foot in response to the directional force
applied by the user, thereby changing its position relative
to the user's foot.
the user's

foot

This change in position relative to

is directly correlated to the current

position of the switch.

In order to insure that this

feedback remains in proper phase with the switch's state,
an innovative spring-return-to-center half-trackball system
was developed.
in

the

Removal of the user-applied force results

immediate

return of

the hal f-trackball

to the

center-off position, guaranteeing a known state upon next
activation.
In addition to providing high-quality feedback of actuator
position, the half-trackball mechanism also eases the loads
put on the user's leg muscles in operation in two important
ways.

First,

by effectively acting as a giant

"ball
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bearing," this type of switch requires very little force to
operate.

Second,

the placement

of

the

ball

element

relative to the foot effectively constrains the directions
of the forces required to operate it within an envelope of
comfort for the user.
As one might expect, a number of designers and researchers
have worked in the area of switch design.

The range of

commercially available switch designs is astounding.

As

far as switches designed especially for use by individuals
with

motor

joysticks,
devices,

disabilities,

there

sliding

devices

plate

are

various

of

force

sensing

EMG sensor operated switching systems,

sip-and-

puff systems, and many others.

[1],

types

However, to the best of the

author's knowledge, there are no systems in existence like
the one developed in this work.
DESIGN

AND

FABRICATION

In the development

of a prototype

system such as

the

present work, the process of design is closely linked with
that

of

fabrication.

This

is

because

parameters must be determined empirically.
"trial and error".)

many

design

(That's code for

In the present case,

a number of

designs were considered before settling on the present one.
In fact,

the initial idea was for the development of a

"roller" actuator that would provide three-way operation:
forward,

center-off,

and reverse.

constructed to test the concept.

A prototype was even
This approach has great

promise but was put on hold temporarily because it did not
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meet the intended user's needs.

With respect to attachment

mechanisms for the half-trackball, joints other than the
ball-and-socket joint were considered.

Before settling on

the ball-and-socket

mounted

joint,

designed and fabricated.

a gimbal

ball

was

Unfortunately, the gimbal mount

constrained the motion of the ball in ways that made it
feel "funny" when operated.
A large number of design constraints were evaluated during
the development process.

At the macro level, some of these

included: user needs, user safety, aesthetic appeal, size,
weight, and cost.

At the micro level, factors considered

included: force needed for switch element activation (the
relevant

factors

hysteresis,

being

return-spring

ball/socket

joint

stiffness

friction,

and

thrust-

plate/thrust-element friction, and user/switch dynamics);
impact

resistance of case;

including
magnetic

cost,

reliability,

non-contact

considerations

and switch type
and

switching

included

switch

was

selection,

adjustment.

After

selected,

further

element

placement

and

adjustment, magnetic force required for operation, magnet
selection and placement, and magnetic hysteresis effects.
Size

and

geometry

of

operation

element

(the

half

trackball), including angular travel, effective diameter,
and

projection

distance

from

mounting

surface

estimated based on the anticipated user's size.

were

Ease of

assembly and disassembly, including position and number of
fasteners,

absolute and relative placement of interior

components,

and

prevention

of

relative

movement

on

disassembly between operating elements and their adjustment
benchmark surfaces were also taken into consideration.
Finally,

return-to-center action,

operation

deadband,

linearity

including user

of

operation,

feel,

speed

of

operation, and travel limits were important considerations.
The actuator activates the magnetic switches by way of a
ring of high-strength magnets placed around the base of the
half-trackball.

When

the

ball

is moved,

it

rotates

symmetrically about the ball and socket joint, bringing the
ring of magnets within the operating envelope of one, or at
most two, of the magnetic switches.

In this manner, one

can achieve coupled motion control for a power chair (e.g.,
forward/left or reverse/right pairings).

The range of

travel is 30 degrees off-center in any direction, the half
trackball being free to rotate as necessary.
M A N U F A C T URABILITY

Significant effort has been expended in the design of the
unit to make it easy to manufacture and service.
sheet

was

principally

chosen

for

because

of

construction
its

of

the

transparency.

Lexan

prototype,
Additional

factors included its excellent impact resistance, moderate
cost, and good machinability.

In commercial production,

the author anticipates that most of the components would be
produced by injection molding instead of feeing fabricated
from Lexan sheet.

The anticipated cost of commercially
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produced units is approximately $400,

a moderate cost in

comparison with the units it is intended to interface with.
The main operating adjustment needed in the field consists
of setting the return-to-center spring force, a relatively
easy process involving the placement of shims.

Mounting

holes have been provided, as well as standard electrical
interface connections.
SAFETY

The

unit

is

voltages.

inherently

safe.

There

are

no

exposed

Great care has been exercised to eliminate sharp

edges and pinch points.

Also, the unit is fabricated from

high-impact plastics.
DIRECTIONS

FOR

FUTURE

WORK

Several things come to mind with regard to extending and
improving this design.

First, and perhaps most useful,

would be provision of proportional output signals for use
by power wheelchairs.
given that

This is a non-trivial modification,

it must guarantee position-proportional

and

return-to-center functionality using non-contact sensing.
Another modification would be the inclusion of a small
projection or button in the center of the half-trackball to
enhance position feedback to the user.

One might also

consider slightly abrasive textures for the half-trackball
to increase tactile feel and to increase foot to actuator
friction.

Other materials would be expected to be used in

a commercially produced version of this device.
research

into

optimal

choices

along

these

As such,
lines

is

indicated.

Finally, although none of the components are

sensitive to moisture, one might want to seal the unit from
intrusion of environmental elements for other reasons.
C ONCLUSIONS

The author believes that this device can be applied to meet
the needs of many individuals.
that

users

provides

will

like

The author further believes

the new

switch

actuator,

as it

them with stimulation of their proprioceptive

feedback system in direct proportion to current position of
the switch.

The system is currently undergoing testing.

Early results are very encouraging.
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